


The plaintiff, William Yeager, in support of his Complaint against the defendants (NPR (National 

Public Radio), John Lansing, Jonathan Hart, Paul Haaga Jr., Ashley Messenger, Elizabeth Jensen, 

Terri Minatra, Gregory A. Lewis, Michael Oreske, Christopher Turpin, David Sweeney, Edith 

Chapin, Carline Watson, Mark Memmot, Elizabeth Jensen, Andrew Flanagan, Jacob Ganz) states 

the following:

INTRODUCTION / NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. This is a case concerning a serious Tort of Negligence against National Public Radio (NPR) 

and members of NPR’s journalistic staff, management/corporate team, legal counsel and board of 

directors. The defendants are legally responsible for the harm the plaintiff suffered.

2. Factual evidence proves that: 

All of the defendants were aware of the severe damage, suffering and injury that had been 

inflicted upon the plaintiff on all levels (physical, emotional, and mental) by NPR’s wrongful 

actions. (The plaintiff and his wife were in correspondence with NPR’s legal counsel for 3 

weeks.)

3. All of the defendants knew that NPR was responsible for the destruction of the plaintiff’s 

reputation and work and for the harm done to his body, mind and soul; the defendants also knew 

that the plaintiff’s life was endangered, and yet, they chose to do nothing to fix the situation, to 

restore the plaintiff’s reputation and recompense him for all the damages.

4. The plaintiff's wife clearly informed Ashley Messenger and her assistant in several long letters 

that NPR could have "killed" her husband due to the wrongful actions committed by several 



members of NPR:

5. “… do you care about the PAIN Billy went through, I went through, does anyone else care? 

Who? How important is it to them (NPR) they could have killed someone? NPR journalist put 

every reader against Billy, all this NEGATIVE energy towards him. Put yourself in Billy’s shoes. 

Do you understand how disturbing and painful is having to be looking, and reading and writing 

over all this? How long is going to take NPR to do something about it?" - Anais Yeager 

6. “NPR caused severe damage to a human being, and even worse, it was maliciously, carelessly 

and unjustly, ARE THEY AWARE that the evil force that helped to the creation of this article, that 

in consequence created a huge wave of negativity towards Billy almost killed him?” - Anais 

Yeager

7. The defendants never cared the plaintiff ended up in the emergency room, or that he is still on 

medications to treat severe depression and suicidal ideation. 

8. This Exhibit and film / documentation addresses NPR’s history of corruption: https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9z7u9NZzMA&feature=emb_title

* NPR has violated American tax dollars and government funding (NPR receives hundreds of 

millions of dollars from American citizens’ taxes every year (in 2019 CPB received $495 million 

dollars to distribute to NPR and PBS). Part of the stipulations and laws that allow for these funds 

are provided on NPR's tax statement that asks if any funds are being used to pay for lobbyists in 

Washington DC. NPR has committed a serious violation stating that they do not use funding for 

lobbying; evidence proves they have committed perjury and have illegally hired lobbyists in 

Washington to receive these funds),

* has censored its guests,



* fired their own reporters for having conservative opinions,

* has kept on the job pedophiles and sexual harassers; CEO Jarl Mohn ignored the problem for 

years. 

* evidence in this video also proves that NPR has been under the influence and pressure of the 

Muslim Brotherhood (tried to accept money from Muslim Brotherhood, which forced NPR to fire 

Juan Williams.)

* has mocked Christianity and Conservatives dozens of times, while heavily promoting Muslim 

beliefs and practices. 

PARTIES / BACKGROUND OF THE CASE

9. The petitioner William “Billy” Yeager is a songwriter / musician, independent filmmaker, 

humanitarian and media activist. National Public Radio (NPR, stylized as npr) is 

an American privately and publicly funded non-profit membership media organization based 

in Washington, D.C. NPR differs from other non-profit membership media organizations, such 

as AP, in that it was established by an act of Congress [2] and most of its member stations are 

owned by government entities (often public universities). It serves as a national syndicator to a 

network of over 1,000 public radio stations in the United States.

10. NPR: “Public service should be the goal of any journalist, but it has special meaning for us, 

because we call ourselves ‘public media.’ Listeners consider public radio an enriching and 

enlightening companion; they trust NPR as a daily source of unbiased independent news, and 

inspiring insights on life and the arts.”

11. In January 2017, a test pressing of a record album called 301 Jackson St. (recorded by Billy 

Yeager in 1989) was sold on Discogs (a website to buy and sell vinyl records) becoming the most 

expensive record sold on this website.
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12. Over 2 months later, on March 22, 2017, Discogs sent a press release to NPR to share the 

news about the sale of the album. The following day, on March 23, at 4 am in the morning, 

Discogs cancelled the transaction because they believed it to be fraudulent.

13. Six (6) hours later (without making a single attempt to inform the petitioner about the 

breaking news they were getting ready to publish against him (which represents a violation of 

NPR’s Codes of Rules, Standards and Ethics)), NPR broke the news; at 9:48 AM ET (on March 

23) NPR published what was supposed to be a “music news article,” not an opinion column.  

14. In the publication of their “news article,” NPR violated their standards and the standards of 

the American Society of Professional Journalists to an unfathomable high degree.

Some of the standards that must be followed when reporting the news but in this case were 

violated by NPR include:

15. Objectivity in reporting the news… serves as the mark of an experienced professional. 

Sound practice makes clear distinction between news reports and expressions of opinion. 

News reports should be free of opinion or bias and represent all sides of an issue. 

Journalists at all times will show respect for the dignity, privacy, rights, and well-being of 

people encountered in the course of gathering and presenting the news. The news media 

should not communicate unofficial charges affecting reputation or moral character 

without giving the accused a chance to reply. The media should not pander to morbid 

curiosity about details of vice and crime. It is the duty of news media to make prompt and 

complete correction of their errors. Journalists should be accountable to the public for their 

reports and the public should be encouraged to voice its grievances against the media.

16. Important fact: No charge (neither unofficial nor official) was ever made against the 



petitioner; Discogs never accused the petitioner.

17. National Public Radio’s CODE: 

“Accurate” means that each day we make rigorous efforts at all levels of 

the news gathering and programming process to ensure our facts are not 

only accurate but also presented in the correct context. We make every 

possible effort to ensure assertions of fact in commentaries, including facts 

implied as the basis for an opinion, are correct. We attempt to verify what 

our sources and the officials we interview tell us when the material involved 

is argumentative or open to different interpretations. We are skeptical of all 

facts gathered and report them only when we are reasonably satisfied of 

their accuracy. We guard against errors of omission that cause a story to 

misinform our listeners by failing to be complete. We make sure that our 

language accurately describes the facts and does not imply a fact we have 

not confirmed, and quotations are both accurate and placed properly in 

context. Take special care with news that might cause grief or damage 

reputations.

18. Important fact: Discogs stated there was a buyer and a seller in two different states and with 

two different IP addresses; this information was omitted by NPR (it was neither published nor 

broadcasted.)

19. The day following the publication of the news article, on March 24, NPR continued to spread 

the same defamatory accusations and malicious falsehoods on their radio show “All Things 

Considered,” which is the flagship news program on the American network National Public 

Radio; again, the petitioner was not contacted and offered the opportunity to reply and defend 

himself against the attacks on his character and reputation; there was no “effort” or “attempt” to 



“ensure” or to “verify” made. 

20. NPR’s CODE: We make every effort to gather responses from those who 

are the subjects of criticism, unfavorable allegations or other negative 

assertions in our stories. In all our stories, especially matters of controversy, 

we strive to consider the strongest arguments we can find on all sides. When 

a person or company has been charged with wrongdoing by official sources, 

we must carefully avoid presenting facts in a manner that presumes guilt. 

(NPR’s journalists “must” be careful even when a person has been officially 

charged; the petitioner had not even been accused.) If the subject of the story 

doesn’t know what you’re going to report, how can we be fair to them? 

When news is breaking, make sure the people we’re attempting to reach 

know about our deadlines — for the next newscast and the next program, for 

example. Look for proxies who may be able to defend their side.

NPR journalists with a role in reporting and producing the news do not 

deliver commentaries…do not opine on matters we cover in the news…the 

public deserves factual reporting…without our opinions influencing what 

they hear or see. 

21. The lack of reasonable care and extreme degree of negligence exercised by NPR’s journalists 

and their superiors was extreme.

22. Both the article and the radio broadcast were completely biased against the plaintiff and 

contained numerous defamatory false statements that were made with actual malice. All the 

disclosed facts to support what the court considers ‘statements of opinion’ were made with actual 

malice; the disclosed facts were misrepresented to the audience, taken out of context, information 



that was crucial for their understanding was omitted, and in consequence what the public received 

was a complete distortion of the truth.

23. Overall, both the article and the radio broadcast described the petitioner as a corrupt 

individual that had attempted to perpetrate a fraudulent sale because of his “hunger for fame, or 

infamy.” The news article stated 3 times that the petitioner was motivated by “infamy.” The radio 

broadcast, again, repeated that the petitioner was interested in “infamy.” Definition of infamy: 

noun: infamy; plural noun: infamies an evil or wicked act. the state of being well known for 

some bad quality or deed.

24. 100% of comments from NPR’s readers and listeners were extremely offensive, insulting, 

contemptuous; the petitioner was even compared to Charles Manson. 

NPR’s CODE states: Be judicious when passing along breaking news. When 

news is breaking, we may need to pass along information reported by others 

because the public should know about it immediately. This is particularly 

true when safety is an issue (severe weather events or other types of 

emergencies, for example). 

And again, if we have information that might cause significant grief or might 

potentially put someone in harm’s way, we do not report it until it’s been 

thoroughly verified and senior editors have given their approval. Few in our 

audience will know or care which news organization was first to report a 

breaking news story. But if we get it wrong, we leave a lasting mark on our 

reputation. 

Any falsehoods in our news reports can cause harm. But errors that may 

damage reputations or bring about grief are especially dangerous, and 



extra precautions should be taken to avoid them. In those cases, err on the 

side of caution. Go slowly, and above all, get clearance from a senior 

manager.

25. The accusations National Public Radio published and broadcast against the petitioner were 

published in a matter of hours even though there wasn’t even an unofficial charge, and there was 

no evidence to sustain the accusation — Discogs stated that the IP addresses of the seller and the 

buyer were different and the seller and the buyer were located in two different states; this 

information indicated the contrary to what NPR reported. 

26. Again, NPR never attempted to give the petitioner the chance to reply and defend himself; the 

petitioner was never informed about the breaking news; never contacted after the publication of 

the news; never contacted to be invited to the broadcast; never contacted afterwards.  

27. Three (3) months later, the petitioner himself contacted NPR’s in-house legal counsel Ashley 

Messenger to ask for the removal of NPR’s article and broadcast, which not only accused the 

petitioner of committing a dishonest action, but defamed his character, his career, his work and 

went as far as declaring the petitioner’s life as “one of purposeless obfuscation” and stating the 

petitioner was interested in “infamy” and “the chase of pulling the wool over people’s eyes” and 

had “repeatedly poured more of his creative energy into being a trickster-booster than he has as 

an artist.” 

28. After careful examination of the article and broadcast, and after talking to the responsible 

parties, Ashley Messenger got back in contact with the petitioner. As an experienced media law 

attorney, if Messenger had thought that NPR had done nothing that could cause liability she 

would have said so; that was not the case. Messenger began asking the petitioner if he could 

provide NPR with the names of the seller and the buyer, because NPR did not have this 



information, meaning that she admitted that NPR had published and broadcasted a defamatory 

accusation of fact without proof. 

29. The petitioner replied, “weren’t you supposed to know?” Already under severe depression and 

emotional distress, NPR’s attitude did not set well with the petitioner; there was no genuine 

emotion of concern for what NPR had unjustly and wrongly done to a human being.

30. The petitioner began to send Ashley Messenger the same information that had been seen by 

NPR’s journalists prior to the publication of the article and broadcast; NPR removed the article 

from NPR’s website; the petitioner informed NPR that the removal of the article would not be 

enough to compensate for all the damage done; NPR put the article back on their website.

31. Messenger remained in communications with the petitioner and his wife for 3 weeks about the 

matter (until the petitioner decided to file his first lawsuit against NPR for defamation); she stated 

in an e-mail "we are taking this very seriously." The petitioner refused to answer questions 

regarding issues that should have been investigated and asked prior to the story and broadcast that 

was shared all over the world to millions of people destroying the reputation and work of the 

petitioner. 

32. After all the harm that had been done (not just to the petitioner, but his wife, and others), 

complete lack of due care and abandonment of their codes, the petitioner was not going to accept 

some corrections and a retraction of the article (what about the millions of people that heard the 

radio-broadcast?).

33. (The petitioner wanted the removal of the defamatory story and broadcast, a true apology, a 

public statement to the audience explaining what NPR had done wrong, a new article and 

broadcast telling the truth about his and his wife’s work and mission and benefit concerts, and 



recompense for damages to his work and health. NPR never showed the least empathy or 

compassion; their behavior showed they were primarily concerned about protecting themselves, 

their reputation, and their money.) 

34. The petitioner continued to send much more of the same facts that were ignored by those who 

were responsible for the article and the broadcast; including a video (over an hour in length) 

showing footage that revealed the truth of the petitioner and his wife’s work and people giving 

testimony of what they had felt watching their films and videos; Messenger brought the members 

of the corporate team and board of directors together to watch it.

35. During the year 2016, the petitioner and his wife, together with many others, had been 

preparing a series of benefit concerts (in an underground missile base in KS) to provide wheel 

chairs to landmine victims in third world countries where there are still many people who can’t 

afford a wheel chair. 

36. This information which was located in the petitioner and his wife’s websites was also sent to 

Messenger who shared it with the defendants. NPR was also informed that due to their article and 

broadcast the concerts had been destroyed.

37. The owner of the missile base heard NPR’s broadcast and he stated to the petitioner that NPR 

was saying “very bad things about you… That you were a huckster and a charlatan…” Not only 

National Public Radio didn’t inform the public about the benefit concerts, but due to NPR’s 

accusations the owner of the missile base wanted to permanently cancel the concerts. 

38. After reviewing all the evidence, although NPR’s corporate team were well aware of the 

seriousness of the violations committed by NPR against the plaintiff, they pretended as though 



NPR had done nothing that serious, stating NPR had “misunderstood”…   

"Misunderstood" was not just an insult after all the damages; "misunderstood" was not simply a 

misnomer, but a soft persuasive manipulation of words that underneath imply a total admission of 

guilt; "mistakes" and "misunderstandings" in this case mean “extreme negligence,” “false 

defamatory allegations” and “malice.” 

39. In the same e-mail NPR (instead of removing the article and the broadcast) offered the 

plaintiff to "write his own story" (which represents a complete violation of NPR’s CODE of rules 

and ethics), on a “condition” however.  

40. Messenger wrote: “We think our audience would be best served by 

having you say for yourself what your purpose has been. 

You may write up to 1500 words in a response that addresses what 

you would like the public to know about your career, your 

motives, your desire to change the world.

I hope you’ll take us up on this offer to allow you to 

communicate your vision to our audience.  If you like, I can 

arrange to have one of our top editors work with you on crafting 

a response that will cover what you want to say. 

41. To be clear, NPR is not promising to publish it; we will 

decline to do so if we believe it would not serve our audience or 

might create liability. Given our communications, however, I 

would expect that you can articulate your highest ideals and your 

artistic vision.” 



42. After accusing the plaintiff of being a fraud to millions of people; after painting the plaintiff in 

a most negative false light; after summarizing his whole life as one of “purposeless obfuscation,” 

and stating he is motivated by “fame and infamy,” they ask him to talk about his “career,” his 

“motives,” his “desire to change the world,” when all this information was in the petitioner and 

his wife’s websites; why is the petitioner being asked to do the job that NPR’s professional 

journalists were supposed to do? 

43. It is obvious why NPR offered the plaintiff to write his own story (something never heard of, 

which is not in accordance with their rules); this would have protected themselves from any 

liability; if NPR had written a different story that contradicted their original story themselves, 

they (and their Ombudsman) would have had to admit fault to their audience for their extreme 

negligence and for publishing and broadcasting false and defamatory information. 

44. (NOTE: This is another violation of their code of ethics. "In 2000, NPR became the first U.S. 

broadcast news organization to create an Ombudsman." "The Ombudsman's office serves 

primarily as a liaison between the newsroom and listeners." "We read over 100 of these emails 

per day." "Listeners raise ethical issues and question NPR's adherence to its journalistic 

standards." "We investigate listener concerns and issues of journalism ethics and occasionally 

suggest changes.")

 JURISDICTION and VENUE

This Court has specific jurisdiction over the Defendants under Washington D.C. Code § 13-423 

(a) (1) (2) (3) (4) and (5).



INTRODUCTION TO THE TORT OF NEGLIGENCE

45. In March 2017, a press release concerning the sale of a record album was received by NPR 

from the vinyl record collectors site called Discogs. The following day Discogs cancelled the 

transaction because they believed it to be fraudulent. Although the press release sent to NPR by 

Discogs did NOT accuse the plaintiff, in a matter of hours NPR negligently published and 

broadcast (to over 105 Million People) severe damaging, false defamatory statements (accusing 

the plaintiff of being a fraud) that incited extremely negative comments and insults from readers 

permanently damaging an innocent citizen (physical injury, harm to property, psychiatric illness, 

and economic loss.)

46. The news reached not only to millions of people across the world, but to the plaintiff’s own 

small hometown (population 900) where he and his wife reside. 

47. Andrew Flanagan (the author of the defamatory article) had been hired by NPR only 3 months 

prior to destroying the plaintiff’s good reputation and 40 year career. Flanagan was fully aware of 

the plaintiff’s humanitarian work and benefit concerts that were to raise funds to provide 

wheelchairs for landmine victims in 3rd world countries. Flanagan was completely aware of this 

because this information was posted on the plaintiff and his wife’s Official websites such as 

www.billyyeager.com.

48. (Andrew Flanagan's disdain towards Christianity was obvious. It was later revealed that 

Flanagan had publicly ridiculed Jesus Christ on his own personal Facebook and Twitter accounts, 

mocking the crucifixion of Jesus and what is known as the ‘Sinner’s Prayer’, and including an 

image with the 666 number written on it.)

49. This TRUTH was fully acknowledged by Ashley Messenger who changed NPR's position on 



the matter 360% and offered to "fix the situation" by offering the plaintiff to "write his own story" 

which was nothing more than a deceptive tactic. She even stated that the plaintiff should tell 

NPR's readers about "you and your wife’s mission to change the world." 

50. The plaintiff and his wife were in correspondence with NPR’s legal counsel Ashley 

Messenger for 3 weeks until the plaintiff decided to file his first lawsuit against NPR for 

defamation.

51. The defendants knew and admitted members of NPR’s programming team had committed 

serious infractions and wrongful actions that had unjustly, negligently, recklessly, and maliciously 

injured the plaintiff, destroyed his (and his wife’s) reputation, and endangered his life.

52. The defendants were aware (the plaintiff’s wife informed Ashley Messenger in long letters) 

that the plaintiff had attempted suicide due to NPR’s wrongful actions and he was under severe 

emotional distress and depression.

53. The defendants did nothing to repair the damage and avoid any further harm; NPR even 

allowed Ashley Messenger to go on a 7 - day vacation in the middle of their communications, 

while the plaintiff's reputation and life were destroyed, and not a single person was assigned to be 

in contact with the plaintiff.

54. Because of this the plaintiff’s health continued to deteriorate, his anguish and rage increased, 

and he suffered further injury.

55. As of today the plaintiff continues to be under medical treatment for major depression, 

suicidal ideation, extreme mood swings, erratic risky behavior and desire to hurt himself and 

attack those who have abused him, humiliated him, caused him extreme pain, and stripped him 



from everything that he worked for in his life. 

TORT OF NEGLIGENCE

56. Note: Although this lawsuit addresses the negligence and malpractice of Andrew Flanagan 

and Jacob Ganz’s supervisors, and of members of the corporate and legal teams and board of 

directors, the plaintiff has included information that explains the malpractice that was committed 

by Flanagan and Ganz from the beginning, for it is vital to understand the seriousness of the 

defendants’ negligence.

57. Negligence is a failure to exercise appropriate and or ethical ruled care expected to be 

exercised amongst specified circumstances. The core concept of negligence is that people should 

exercise reasonable care in their actions, by taking account of the potential harm that they might 

foreseeably cause to other people or property.

58. Someone who suffers loss caused by another's negligence may be able to sue for damages to 

compensate for their harm. Such loss may include physical injury, harm to property, psychiatric 

illness, or economic loss. The law on negligence may be assessed in general terms according to a 

five-part model which includes the assessment of duty, breach, actual cause, proximate cause, and 

damages.

59. Negligence – the nature of the obligation: In relation to negligence, the nature of the 

obligation is not agreed between the parties but rather is imposed by operation of law. Once a 

duty of care has been held to exist, the defendant’s actions are judged by the standard of the 

reasonable man in the defendant’s position: Blyth v Birmingham Water Works (1856). The 

standard of care for professionals is of the reasonable professional having or holding himself out 

as having the skill or ability in question. Learners and the inexperienced will also be judged 

against the standards of the fully-qualified.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Damages


60. The defendants (National Public Radio (NPR) and members of NPR’s programming staff, 

corporate/legal teams and board of directors) are expected, the same as any other professional in 

the United States of America, to exercise appropriate and or ethical ruled care, to exercise 

reasonable care in their actions, by taking account of the potential harm that they might 

foreseeably cause to other people or property

61. The defendants, as part of the ‘public media’ system in the USA, not only have a bigger 

responsibility than other media outlets in the country to serve the public (by informing, 

educating, enlightening and enriching the public and helping inform civil discourse essential 

to American society), but they also have Duty of Care (a legal obligation that requires they 

adhere to a standard of reasonable care while performing any acts that could foreseeably harm 

others) to all American citizens. In this case the defendants failed to live up to their professional 

standards and committed a breach of duty. The plaintiff is filing a negligence tort action against 

the defendants because the defendants’ actions/omissions harmed the plaintiff. 

62. (Although the tortious act was initiated by NPR journalist Andrew Flanagan, who failed in his 

responsibility to apply and enforce NPR’s CODE, committing an extensive amount of serious 

violations, he is not the only one who contravened the code, and he is not the only one 

responsible; his superiors are also responsible, even more so considering NPR’s own 

statements.

63. As stated by NPR in their Code, “Editors and producers have special responsibility for 

application of this Code to matters they are editing or producing. For each story that is produced, 

they should be satisfied that the standards of this Code have been met.

NPR journalists who do not comply with the Code may be subject to disciplinary action up to and 

including termination.”)
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64. Jarl Mohn, former CEO of NPR (July 1, 2014-2019), is also being held liable as the 

company’s agent because he encouraged or authorised some act or omission or caused it to occur 

through his negligence.

65. A right of action in tort lies against directors who actively participate in a company’s tortious 

act or who authorise or instruct an employee to commit such an act. A director may be found 

liable in tort if he acts negligently by omission. It should be noted that the director may be liable 

to the company in addition to the third party where he exposes the company to damage/loss by 

reason of breach of his general duty to act with skill and care.

66. Most jurisdictions say that there are four elements to a negligence action:

1. duty: the defendant has a duty to others, including the plaintiff, to exercise reasonable care,

2. breach: the defendant breaches that duty through an act or culpable omission,

3. damages: as a result of that act or omission, the plaintiff suffers an injury, and

4. causation: the injury to the plaintiff is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the 

defendant's act or omission.

1. ONE The legal liability of a defendant to a plaintiff is based on the defendant's failure to fulfill 

a responsibility, recognised by law, of which the plaintiff is the intended beneficiary. The first step 

in determining the existence of a legally recognised responsibility is the concept of an obligation 

or duty. In the tort of negligence the term used is duty of care,  a legal obligation which is 

imposed on an individual requiring adherence to a standard of reasonable care while performing 

any acts that could foreseeably harm others.

67. National Public Radio is the leader of public radio in the United States of America. NPR 

clearly states on their website that they meet the highest standards of public service in 

journalism, at the core of which ethical guidelines are. 
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68. NPR’s ethical guidelines are so well known that they are used by the rest of Public Radio 

Stations in the United States, such as Vermont, New Hampshire, and Milwaukee public radios.

69. NPR and the rest of public radios in the United States state that the purpose of having a code 

of ethics and practices is to ensure standards of honesty, integrity, impartiality and conduct of 

staff.

70. Excerpts from the information NPR states on its website: 

“This is NPR. And these are the standards of our journalism.

Our Mission 

NPR's rigorous reporting and unsurpassed storytelling connect with millions of 

Americans every day—on the air, online, and in person. Listeners consider public 

radio an enriching and enlightening companion; they trust NPR as a daily source of 

unbiased independent news, and inspiring insights on life and the arts.”

71. This case is only one of the many cases in the history of NPR in which they have failed the 

public and the subject of their reports. There was no “rigorous reporting” or “inspiring insights,” 

instead, both the news article and radio broadcast were completely biased against the plaintiff 

(purposely misrepresenting his work and manipulating the truth to present the plaintiff in a most 

negative false light) and contained numerous false/defamatory statements that severely harmed 

the plaintiff and his property.

72. Every member of NPR (and every member of NPR member stations) is fully aware that they 

have a greater responsibility than any other media outlet to serve the public with integrity: 

- NPR: “For people to trust the news and information we report, they must have faith in 

our integrity. We should never give them cause to doubt that our first loyalty is to the 



public – not to our bank accounts, our political agendas, our friends, our funders or 

any other cause or purpose. Public service should be the goal of any journalist, but it 

has special meaning for us, because we call ourselves “public media.””

- NPR: “NPR is pledged to abide scrupulously by the highest artistic, 

editorial, and journalistic standards and practices of broadcast 

programming.”

73. Journalists, especially in ‘Public Media,’ are not supposed to liberally choose when to comply 

with policies on conflicts of interest and ethical standards. As stated in NPR’s Code of Ethics and 

Practices, journalists MUST comply, because their listeners trust them to provide honest portrayal 

of issues and events in all of their broadcasts.

74. The same as in any other Public Radio Station in the United States, in NPR, their Code of 

Conduct MUST govern their work. 

75. NPR’s states that: 

- All their journalists must always be fair and perform their work in a manner consistent with 

NPR’s ethical principles. 

- NPR’s editors and producers should make sure that NPR’s journalists live up to NPR’s 

standards.

- Even in the case of outside contributors, if their actions are in conflict with the principles in this 

handbook, NPR may turn down a story pitch and/or decide to cut ties with that person entirely.

- Even in the case of producers of stand-alone programs acquired by NPR and the staffs of those 



shows, NPR asks for these individuals to study AND apply the ethical principles and guidance 

in NPR’s handbook. 

- Even in the case of producers of acquired programming, NPR expects that they will be aware of 

the guidance in NPR’s handbook and will consult with the vice president of Programming 

before problems arise. Senior editors (for instance, the senior vice president of News, vice 

president of News, the executive editor of News and the standards & practices editor) may be 

brought into discussions. 

76. It is absolutely clear that NPR’s Handbook is not supposed to be an ornament. As the leader 

of ‘public radio’ in the United States, and as a recipient of funds from the government and private 

individuals, NPR is expected (by the citizens of the United States and NPR’s audience all over the 

world) to live up to professional journalistic standards by following and applying the principles 

and rules contained in their Codes.

77. If thoughtful, principled decision-making is supposed to be built into the fabric of NPR’s 

journalism, it is reasonable to say it is expected to be even more built into the fabric of NPR’s 

management team; it is reasonable to state that NPR Supervisors and Executives, who receive 

much higher salaries than the rest of the staff, are expected to be an example to other members 

in the company.

78. The violations that were committed by NPR in this case did not only happen at the journalistic 

level; what makes this case of negligence even worse is that none of the defendants in this lawsuit 

(supervisors, senior editors (1), members of the management/corporate team, including the CEO 

and president of NPR) showed any accountability. 

(1) On NPR Ethics Handbook it is written: Alongside this handbook, your two best sources 

of help in making ethical decisions are (1) your supervisor and (2) NPR’s Standards and 



Practices Editor.

79. The Standards and Practices Editor is a resource – someone to help you raise the 

right questions, involve the appropriate stakeholders and uphold our standards as 

you do your work. Well-versed in the workings of our news operation, this editor is 

responsible for facilitating thoughtful, consistent ethical decision-making on any matter 

related to our journalism.

80. The Standards and Practices Editor is also charged with cultivating an ethical 

culture throughout our news operation. This means he or she coordinates regular 

training and discussion on how we apply our principles, monitors our decision-

making practices to ensure we’re living up to our standards, and oversees the 

continual development of the ethical guidelines collected in this handbook.

81. Jarl Mohn (who was the president and CEO of NPR from 2014 until 2019) and other senior 

managers committed another breach of duty in 2017. NPR staffers were angry.

82. On Nov. 3, 2017, as Inside Radio reported, “Mohn apologized to staff for his handling of 

allegations against former senior VP of news and editorial director Michael Oreskes. 

Mohn said he is hiring an outside law firm to ‘conduct a review of how we handled the 

matter.’”

83. NPR reported: An independent legal review of the way senior managers handled allegations 

against Oreskes, released to staff earlier this week, revealed that leadership repeatedly received 

information about inappropriate behavior.

"I want to believe that they are committed to fixing the problem. 

I believe that there are lot of people here who are committed to 

http://www.insideradio.com/free/npr-ceo-apologizes-to-staff-i-let-you-down/article_a60398f4-c0dd-11e7-9601-e78cbd8071c0.html
http://www.insideradio.com/free/npr-ceo-apologizes-to-staff-i-let-you-down/article_a60398f4-c0dd-11e7-9601-e78cbd8071c0.html
https://www.npr.org/documents/2018/feb/npr-independent-harassment-report.pdf


fixing the problem," said Alicia Montgomery, senior supervising 

editor/producer for Morning Edition. However, she added, "I'm not 

sure that the people in leadership are more committed to solving 

the problem than committed to ending the public and embarrassing 

conversation about it." Montgomery said she wants to see 

accountability for those responsible for "mistakes that hurt 

people, that hurt women." She added, "No one has been fired or 

demoted, reassigned, who was involved in this chain of — if you 

want to call them mistakes that's fine — [and that] does not 

speak to me of being held accountable." 

84. For many staffers, the report raised major questions about the sheer number of chances senior 

managers gave Oreskes to alter his behavior, despite the fact that the attempts to counsel him 

were, according to the report, "unsuccessful." Morgan Lewis identified seven occasions where 

85. Oreskes met with General Counsel Jon Hart, Mohn, or CFO Debbie Cowan to speak about 

concerns over his behavior — a striking detail that multiple staffers brought up during Thursday's 

public comment session to the board. "I think in order to really address this problem we have 

to take a look at that culture that feels like the higher up you go in this organization, the 

more protection you have," Emily Ochsenschlager, a Morning Edition producer, told board 

members. Some staffers questioned whether NPR management is doing enough to address what 

they see as the root causes of sexual harassment. The all-staff meeting Thursday appeared to do 

little to assuage those concerns. NPR Board Chairman Paul Haaga stated at the meeting that NPR 

does not have a culture of sexual harassment, but individual offenders, according to multiple 

meeting attendees. That was met with boos and scoffs — and Haaga later in the meeting 

apologized, saying that he had chosen his words poorly. He declined to commit to a zero 

tolerance policy on harassment, calling that "harsh," according to the attendees. 



86. Staff already had a "very prominent distrust" of management, the independent report 

found. And in some NPR journalists, Haaga's comments appear to have stoked fresh anger. "His 

language is different than our language. I don't feel like he's working with the same definitions 

that we are," said home page editor Carol Ritchie after the meeting. Oreskes was forced to resign 

on Nov. 1, and NPR leadership has encouraged people who were subjected to inappropriate 

behavior to come forward. At least three women filed sexual harassment complaints against 

NPR's former chief news editor, David Sweeney, and he left the company in late November. 

87. Multiple complaints were also raised against former investigative correspondent Danny 

Zwerdling, and he left NPR in early February. As the report states, some employees are 

concerned about what they see as a lack of transparency from management about the 

reasons behind both departures. 

88. Less than a week after firing NPR’s top editor following accusations of sexual harassment, 

Jarl Mohn took a medical leave of absence because his blood pressure raised when facing the 

criticism and anger of NPR staffers.

89. Jarl Mohn took a leave of absence because he was concerned about his health; it did not 

matter that he was responsible for what had made NPR staffers angry at him, his freely chosen 

behavior and lack of action. 

90. But when Jarl Mohn was informed 3 months earlier that the plaintiff had been defamed 

(libeled and slandered) by NPR and consequently severely damaged because of NPR’s wrongful 

actions, instead of being an example to other members of NPR, he himself violated NPR’s Code 

and showed no accountability (and a complete lack of empathy and compassion).

91. In an interview while he was the CEO of NPR, Jarl Mohn stated: "We really do want to 

hold ourselves and need to hold ourselves to a higher standard, because we are public 



media."

100. In July 2017, Jarl Mohn and the rest of the defendants were informed about what NPR had 

done to the plaintiff. Not only did they all clearly know that what NPR had done to the plaintiff 

was seriously wrong, but also they were all aware of the critical state in which the plaintiff’s life 

and health was.

101. Ashley Messenger stated to the plaintiff that NPR was taking him very serious, but their 

actions prove that they never cared about what NPR had done wrong or the human beings that 

had been harmed because of this; their actions/conduct prove the hypocrisy of their words, the 

words they stated to the plaintiff and the words they state to the public.

102. The defendants (which include members of NPR’s legal team) did not live up to their Code, 

did not show accountability, did nothing other than choosing to violate NPR’s Code again, acting 

in accordance to their own interests only and attempting to trick the plaintiff while he was in a 

state of desperation, emotional distress and suicidal ideation.

103. Alicia Montgomery stated: "I'm not sure that the people in leadership are more committed to 

solving the problem than committed to ending the public and embarrassing conversation about 

it.” 

104. In this case, not only did the defendants not care about destroying the life of the plaintiff and 

his wife, not only were they not concerned about fixing the reputation and lives they had 

destroyed, but they did not care they had misinformed the public, and they were not concern 

about telling the public the truth; evidence will show their only interest was to protect themselves.

105. Regarding The Ombudsman at NPR, they are also guilty of negligence. Their main 

representative is journalist Elizabeth Jensen who joined NPR as Ombudsman in February 2015. 

https://www.npr.org/people/384352444/elizabeth-jensen


As NPR's Public Editor she is responsible for bringing transparency to matters of 

journalism and journalism ethics.

106. Within The Ombudsman Mandate and Office it is stated:

1. The Ombudsman is the public's representative to National Public Radio, empowered to respond 

to significant queries, comments and criticisms regarding NPR programming.

2. The Ombudsman will serve as an independent source of information, explanation, 

amplification and analysis for the public regarding NPR's programming and NPR's adherence to 

its programming standards and practices.

107. Elizabeth Jensen was well aware of the high degree of abandonment of standards and 

practices in this case, and she was well aware of the wrong that NPR had done to the plaintiff, but 

instead of doing her duty and “bringing transparency to matters of journalism and journalism 

ethics,” she completely ignored this case and didn’t even reply to the several emails sent to her 

about it.  

108. In an interview with Jarl Mohn, Elisabeth Jensen quoted him saying: "The joke used to be, 

listen to NPR two days later and we'll explain to you what happened, but to compete in the world, 

with The New York Times, CNN or even Twitter, being live and being in the moment is a key 

strategic imperative. Yes, when we do live interviews, they do have downsides. We have to be 

better at them, we have to be sure we have a way of correcting the record if somebody says 

something that is not right" (issues that listeners and I have raised in recent years).

109. The defendants clearly knew that NPR owed a duty to the plaintiff, but neither Jarl Mohn, 

nor Elisabeth Jensen or any of the defendants did care about “correcting the record” in this case. 

They only cared about hiding it.



110. Elisabeth Jensen purposely ignored this case in which a person’s life was destroyed by 

“somebody saying something that was not right” and she hypocritically dares to tell the 

audience that she has raised this issue… 

111.

2. TWO Once it is established that the defendant owed a duty to the plaintiff/claimant, the matter 

of whether or not that duty was breached must be settled. The test is both subjective and 

objective. The defendant who knowingly (subjective,Which is totally based on observation and 

personal prejudice or view) exposes the plaintiff/claimant to a substantial risk of loss, breaches 

that duty. 

112. The defendant who fails to realize the substantial risk of loss to the plaintiff/claimant, which 

any reasonable person [objective,Which is totally based on ground facts and reality without any 

personal prejudice or point of view.] in the same situation would clearly have realized, also 

breaches that duty. However, whether the test is objective or subjective may depend upon the 

particular case involved. 

113. It is a fact that NPR employs journalists with a high degree of experience; journalists 

Andrew Flanagan and Jacob Ganz and their supervisors clearly knew what they were supposed to 

do. But NPR’s corporate/management team and legal counsel knew even better what is the right 

way to act (versus what is a wrong and unacceptable way to act) and their legally recognized 

obligation; some members from these departments have in fact participated in the making of 

NPR’s CODE (of standards, conduct, principles, ethics, guidelines, and rules.)

114. Due care can be demonstrated by showing that the journalist acted according to nationally 

accepted practices of journalism. Several sources can be consulted in defining journalism 

standards. Standards are developed through formal journalism education and on-the-job 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reasonable_person


experience. A major source of standards of practice, though, can be the code of ethics adopted by 

a professional organization. Adherence to freely adopted standards should present an unusually 

strong libel defense. 

115. In this case the opposite occurred.

Below are stated some of the journalistic rules that were violated by NPR in this case:

116. An excerpt from The Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi:

ACCURACY AND OBJECTIVITY 
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117. Neither the members of NPR’s journalistic and programming teams that participated in the 

defamatory article and broadcast against the plaintiff, nor the members of the management and 

corporate (senior leadership) team that were informed by Ashley Messenger (Senior Associate 

General Counsel) about the wrongful actions and errors committed by NPR’s Andrew Flanagan 

and Jacob Ganz (and their supervisors and editors) lived up to the most basic standards any media 

outlet must hew to.

118. Flanagan and Ganz’s supervisors are liable for negligence and malpractice (professional 

negligence) because they failed to ensure the standards of NPR’s Code were met. The CEO and 

members from NPR’s legal counsel and corporate team are liable for negligence and malpractice 

(professional negligence) because they were fully aware that NPR had acted with recklessness 

(with "an extreme departure from the standards of investigation and reporting ordinarily adhered 

to by responsible publishers”) and that in consequence the plaintiff’s reputation, work, and benefit 

concerts had been destroyed and the plaintiff had been injured, and they failed to act as they were 

required by law. 



119. Even the most basic standards of the journalistic profession were violated, and none of the 

NPR members involved lived up to the standard of accountability due and promised (to NPR’s 

audience, U.S. taxpayers, and to the U.S. government from which they receive hundreds of 

millions of dollars every year in funding), not only adding more pain to injury, but endangering 

even more the life of the plaintiff, who was in a serious physical and mental state caused by 

NPR’s wrongful actions. 

120. This is a serious case of malpractice (especially for National Public Radio) in which even the 

most fundamental methods and practices ordinarily used in preparing a news story to assure 

reasonably accurate reporting were ignored. 

121. When Ashley Messenger was contacted by the plaintiff, she knew that comparison of the 

journalist's conduct to that of other journalists is a factor to be considered in determining whether 

the journalist acted with due care.

122. She also knew that in some courts it is the journalists' actions, rather than the nature of the 

allegedly defamatory statement, that is scrutinized in determining liability, and in this case the 

journalistic conduct and actions were way below nationally accepted journalistic standards. 

123. With this knowledge, it is clear why Messenger, an experienced media law attorney, began to 

communicate (back and forward) with the plaintiff (and his wife). (At the same time, since the 

beginning, Messenger (as every one of the defendants and of her superiors) knew she was dealing 

with an individual that was completely unknown and severely damaged.) 

124. Ashley knew (and let her superiors know straight away) that NPR had committed very 

serious violations, such as:



1. Publishing and broadcasting accusations of fact that had not been verified and for which there 

was no evidence other than evidence that indicated that the accusations made by NPR against the 

plaintiff were false.

a) The American Society of News Editors states that  "[e]very effort must be made to 

assure that the news content is accurate, free from bias and in context, 

and that all sides are presented fairly." Additionally, it requires that a clear 

distinction be made for the reader between news reports and expressions of 

opinion. The SPJ/SDX code demands the same objective, unbiased 

reporting. Moreover, just as in other professions, journalism students are 

trained to develop a sense of impartiality or professional detachment. 

Detachment is considered a prime characteristic of professions generally. 

Cultivating detachment in order to prevent self-interest from affecting 

professional work is considered by most journalists and journalism educators 

to be a prime objective. Evidence that a reporter sought to maintain a 

distance while developing a news story, considering possible alternative 

sources of information, tends to show that the reporter sought accuracy 

and achieved it as best he could. That would constitute due care. 

Conversely, failure to maintain a professional detachment could be 

accorded great weight in a determination of liability. 

125.

2. Only one source who had met the plaintiff (22 years ago when he wrote a film review of the 

plaintiff’s first feature film) was interviewed for the story, even though this source had not been in 

contact with plaintiff for over 17 years. NPR’s CODE states that the information provided by 

sources must be questioned and their answers must be compared to other sources’ replies. NPR’s 

Code also states that in these type of cases (of a single source) the senior vice president and vice 

president of news, and the supervising senior editor of standards and practices must be contacted. 



126. How could Andrew Flanagan and Jacob Ganz’s editors allow them to proceed in the 

distribution of extremely negative information (which without a doubt would destroy the 

plaintiff’s reputation) to millions of people around the world, when no verification of any of the 

accusations had been done, and their only source had not spoken to plaintiff for over 17 years? 

The source not only provided false information about the plaintiff, but also about the plaintiff’s 

wife, whom the source had NEVER met or spoken with in his life. 

127. 3. NPR’s CODE clearly indicates that only in very special occasions such as when the 

news are urgent and people’s lives could be in danger will NPR rush a report. The news 

about the record were not “urgent” in any way. 

128. Because of this reason (in accordance to their standards) NPR should have waited, 

instead of putting a person’s reputation and life in danger. It is obvious that Andrew Flanagan 

and his editor did exactly what NPR claims they don’t do (“think about themselves only,” “try to 

be the first ones to break the news”) at the cost of the plaintiff, betraying him and NPR’s 

audience. A press release was sent to NPR by Discogs at the early hours of the morning (4 am) 

and by 9:48 AM ET the story was published. After they received the press release at 4 am, NPR 

made NO attempt (they sent NOT A SINGLE email) to inform the plaintiff of the breaking news 

that would come almost 6 hours later. AFTER the breaking news, NPR AGAIN violated their 

most elemental standards, and made NOT ONE single attempt to contact the plaintiff to allow 

him the chance to reply to the serious allegations made against him. NPR’s CODE states 

journalists MUST continue persistently and diligently until they reach the subject of their report. 

a) Both codes emphasize the importance of journalists' seeking a response when reporting 

harmful information about a person. The SPJ/ SDX code states that “[t]he news media should 

not communicate unofficial charges affecting reputation or moral character without giving 

the accused a chance to reply.” The ASNE Statement of Principles states that "[p]ersons 

publicly accused should be given the earliest opportunity to respond." This comports with the 



"apparent danger" doctrine, under which a journalist is deemed to have good reason to doubt 

the accuracy of a story whenever danger to reputation is apparent from its substance. 

Failure to take extra precautions before publishing a story the danger of which is apparent may 

result in a finding of actual malice reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of a story--on the 

journalist's part. By giving the accused an opportunity to respond to charges affecting moral 

character, journalists may prevent a finding of actual malice in such circumstances. 

4. After the plaintiff proved to Ashley Messenger that the article was full of inaccuracies, wrong 

information, and lies, the article was taken down, but when the plaintiff informed Ashley 

Messenger that taking the article down would not be enough for all the serious damages that had 

been done, NPR put the article back on their website. The defendants knew that the plaintiff 

had no lawyer and he was severely damaged (including not only his work and reputation, but he 

was in a serious mental and emotional state). With this knowledge, instead of following the 

procedures clearly indicated in NPR’s CODE and fulfilling their duty of care due to the plaintiff 

and their audience, NPR’s management team tried to fix the situation thinking only of the best 

way to protect themselves; it is obvious that they didn’t feel very threatened by a damaged 

plaintiff without a lawyer.

a) Journalism code provisions also emphasize the duty of journalists to rectify errors promptly 

as a way of ensuring credibility and, perhaps in part, of eliminating libel suits. Retraction statutes 

in existence in many states recognize the basic moral and ethical principle that one should 

admit one's errors. These statutes serve to mitigate damages, but not to preclude liability, for 

news media defendants who meet the terms of the statutes. Although a defendant's compliance 

with a retraction statute may assist in establishing that the defendant has acted as a prudent 

publisher, it is at the same time an admission of error, something potential defendants may be 

loath to do. Juries seem to be inclined to equate error with negligence. Proper application of the 

fault standards, however, could make a timely retraction a useful defensive device in that it shows 

conformity with professional and social standards. If the focus is where it should be-on the steps 



taken in reporting, not on the results of that reporting-a retraction may help.

129. Slyly NPR’s legal counsel, management/corporate team, and board of directors tried to make 

the plaintiff believe they were going to offer him a “special opportunity,” when in FACT it was a 

delayed DUTY (about 3 months later) owed to every person NPR reports on. NPR’s CODE 

states very clearly NPR’s duty; NPR is required (ALWAYS) to persist in contacting the subject of 

their reports, specially when serious accusations and allegations have been made against him; 

even in the case of a person that is dead, the journalist MUST find someone that speaks in the 

interest of that person. NPR’s Code states very clearly that when they don’t do this they have 

failed. In this case, NPR acted with most reckless disregard for the plaintiff and failed beyond 

doubt; not only did NPR not “persist in contacting” the plaintiff, but they didn’t make ONE 

SINGLE attempt to inform him about the breaking news and to give him the chance to defend 

himself.

130. NPR’s legal counsel, the management/corporate team, and board of directors knew that the 

wrongful actions committed by NPR journalists had UNFAIRLY destroyed a person’s reputation 

and severely harmed him (almost killed him), but instead of fulfilling their DUTY of CARE, 

they DID NOT CARE. Members in all NPR teams (journalistic, corporate and legal) failed.

131. All of the defendants know that NPR departed from standards which exist as standards of 

professional conduct in the news media industry (and specially ought to exist in National Public 

Radio, a media organization that is publicly and governmentally funded). NPR journalists 

involved in the article and the broadcast defaming the plaintiff failed to live up to professional 

journalistic standards, but this is not a case in which the mark was lightly missed; the degree of 

negligence is extreme, but in areas it clearly enters into the area of recklessness and malice (this is 

not just a case where information on one side was unfairly treated better, but a case where 

EVERYTHING stated in the plaintiff and his wife’s websites was purposely ignored; every 

person that had witnessed their work or worked with the plaintiff and had relevant, enlightening, 



positive and reliable information to provide to NPR was ignored, only minute pieces of 

information that could easily be manipulated, taken out of context was chosen by NPR journalists 

Andrew Flanagan and Jacob Ganz, and their editors to be shared. More details will be given in 

another section.)    

132. The standards that were violated by members of NPR were so elemental that not even a 

small media outlet could try to get away by setting artificially low standards. 

133. The use of a national standard is justified by the increasing national uniformity of journalism 

practices, which has been fostered by three developments. 

First, journalism, like law and medicine, has developed a standard educational experience for its 

members. Most newly-hired journalists arrive at work with a degree from a journalism school, 

college or department. To a significant extent, they have taken the same "core" courses just as all 

lawyers take similar "core" courses. 

Required courses in most journalism programs include news writing, reporting, editing, advanced 

reporting and communication law. 

134. Most programs also require the study of journalism ethics, although there is debate whether 

it should be taught in a separate course or within the communication law course. 

Second, national journalism organizations that are deeply involved in considering ethics issues 

have been formed. 

135. Third, these organizations have adopted voluntary ethics codes that apply to their broad 

memberships. 

136. Although journalism, unlike medicine and law, has no entry examination, in those 

professions as in journalism the schools are the primary filters through which a would-be member 

must pass. Mandatory instruction in journalism ethics programs, along with an apparent 



willingness to question its own, is evidence that the journalism profession takes its ethical 

responsibilities seriously. There is a large body of literature on journalism ethics, and journalists 

accord a great deal of thought and time in professional meetings to ethical matters. The existence 

of that concern should be reflected in adjudicating libel actions. 

137. It is clear journalists have a social responsibility and a duty. The codes are useful in showing 

minimum professional standards of behavior and critical in showing that journalism functions as a 

profession. The standards in these codes determine the degree of malpractice. 

138. Below are some of the obligations that NPR and all of its members from the programming 

and corporate teams have, but the defendants violated, harming the plaintiff and others in 

consequence:

139. ARTICLE I-Responsibility: The primary purpose of gathering and distributing news and 

opinion is to serve the general welfare by informing the people and enabling them to make 

judgments on the issues of the time. Newspapermen and women who abuse the power of their 

professional role for selfish motives or unworthy purposes are faithless to that public trust. 

140. ARTICLE IV-Truth and Accuracy: Good faith with the reader is the foundation of good 

journalism. Every effort must be made to assure that the news content is accurate, free from 

bias and in context, and that all sides are presented fairly. Editorials, analytical articles and 

commentary should be held to the same standards of accuracy with respect to facts as news 

reports. Significant errors of fact, as well as errors of omission, should be corrected promptly 

and prominently. 

141. ARTICLE V-Impartiality: To be impartial does not require the press to be unquestioning or 

to refrain from editorial expression. Sound practice, however, demands a clear distinction for 

the reader between news reports and opinion. Articles that contain opinion or personal 



interpretation should be clearly identified. 

142. ARTICLE VI-Fair Play: Journalists should respect the rights of people involved in the 

news, observe the common standards of decency and stand accountable to the public for the 

fairness and accuracy of their news reports. Persons publicly accused should be given the 

earliest opportunity to respond. 

143. These principles are intended to preserve, protect and strengthen the bond of trust and 

respect between American journalists and the American people, a bond that is essential to 

sustain the grant of freedom entrusted to both by the nation's founders. Statement of 

Principles (American Society of Newspaper Editors 1975). 

144. The defendants failed to honor the standards of NPR and American journalism. Instead of 

acting in accordance to NPR’s CODE and fulfilling their duty, they chose to try to hide NPR’s 

negligence and wrongful actions from the public.

145. In legal terms the defendants are guilty of gross negligence. Gross negligence is a conscious 

and voluntary disregard of the need to use reasonable care, which is likely to cause foreseeable 

grave injury or harm to persons, property, or both.

146. Clearly knowing that Andrew Flanagan, Jacob Ganz, and their supervisors had violated the 

standards of journalism, a behavior that obviously evidenced a lack of due care, NPR’s legal 

counsel (Jonathan Hart, Terri Minatra, Gregory A. Lewis, and Ashley Messenger), NPR’s CEO 

and President Jarl Mohn, Senior Vice President of News and Editorial Michael Oreske, Vice 

president of News Christopher Turpin, Chief News Editor David Sweeney, Executive Editor/

Senior Manager Edith Chapin, All Things Considered Executive Producer Carline Watson, Senior 

Editor of Standards and Ethics Mark Memmot, and NPR’s Public Editor Elizabeth Jensen also 



failed to abide to their CODES, policies, and standards, aware not only of the damage NPR had 

caused to the plaintiff but the danger in which the plaintiff’s life was.

147. Because Andrew Flanagan was new at NPR (he had been in the job for about 3 months), his 

supervisors, as well as those that were supposed to train him and guide him, and the legal counsel, 

held even a greater responsibility to ensure that Andrew knew and adhered to American 

journalistic and NPR’s standards and followed the accepted methods in the journalism profession.

 

148. The lack of respect and consideration for the plaintiff (and his wife), whose reputation, work 

and life were destroyed too, is intolerable under any professional journalistic standards. 

149. Ashley Messenger and her superiors in the corporate team and legal team, including 

members from NPR board of directors, knew that the rush in which the story had been written, 

the 100% bias against plaintiff, the lack of sources, the lack of attempts to seek responses to 

unverified accusations, and many other serious violations were a complete departure from the 

NPR’s CODE.

150. The fact that Andrew Flanagan never verified the information he received from the only 

source he interviewed that had met the plaintiff over 17 years ago, and the fact that Discogs never 

accused the plaintiff, but stated there was a BUYER and a SELLER in 2 different states, are 2 of 

the many factual reasons that should have been a red flag to Andrew Flanagan’s supervisors. 

151. But what is most baffling is the fact that (after the breaking news article was published and 

after the radio broadcast was aired) not a single editor or supervisor told Andrew Flanagan or 

Jacob Ganz to contact the plaintiff and offer him the chance to respond to the allegations made (to 

millions of people around the world) against him; there was not one single attempt made! 

152. NPR’s legal counsel, whose chief is Jonathan Hart, also knew that Andrew Flanagan and 



Jacob Ganz’s editors failure to require further investigation when the danger of the story to 

plaintiff’s reputation was readily apparent could render NPR ripe for a suit even if the reporter 

involved had no suspicion of the danger. Because editors are the primary means within a news 

organization of ensuring that a story meets the standards of journalism, and are empowered to 

exercise the greatest judgment and discretion in most news organizations, the role of the editor is 

a significant area of inquiry in libel actions. 

153. The facts demonstrate that NPR’s story was not prepared in accordance with accepted 

journalistic practices. 

154. NPR corporate team’s actions didn’t comply with NPR’s codes or standards and were not 

only unreasonable but wrong. 

Intention and/or malice

Further establishment of conditions of intention or malice where applicable may apply in cases 

of gross negligence.

Responsible and conscientious members of the press should be as sensitive to the importance of 

accurate reporting as those about whom they report. 

Not only there was clear negligence, but an examination of the codes shows that the defendants 

departed drastically from prevailing practices and didn’t act in good faith but with actual malice. 

3. THREE Causation

Because of the negligent and wrongful acts of the defendants the plaintiff’s reputation was 

destroyed; his work was destroyed; his benefit concerts had to be cancelled; his natural rights 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gross_negligence


(life, liberty, property, personal well-being, pursuit of happiness, freedom of opportunity) were 

taken away from him; and he was severely harmed and injured. It is absolutely impossible that 

this harm would have not been foreseen.

Factual causation (actual cause)

The defendants are liable because there is no doubt their particular acts or omissions were the 

cause of the loss and damages sustained by the plaintiff. If the defendants had not committed a 

breach of duty, no harm and injury would have occurred to the plaintiff. 

The idea of legal causation is that if no one can foresee something bad happening, and therefore 

take care to avoid it, how could anyone be responsible? 

155. It is impossible the defendants could have not foreseen something bad happening; therefore, 

they are responsible for not taking the care to avoid it in a first place, but also for not showing 

accountability after they were aware they had damaged the plaintiff, which caused further and 

even greater harm and injury to the plaintiff. 

156.

4. FOUR Injury

The defendants’ breach caused a pecuniary injury to the plaintiff that he can prove.

The plaintiff also suffered non-pecuniary losses. By law the plaintiff can be compensated for 

emotional or non-pecuniary losses on the condition that the plaintiff can prove pecuniary loss, 

then he can also obtain damages for non-pecuniary injuries, such as emotional distress.

The requirement of pecuniary loss can be shown in a number of ways. A plaintiff who is 

physically injured by allegedly negligent conduct may show that he had to pay a medical bill. 

157. Besides committing a tort of negligence Jarl Mohn, NPR’s legal counsel and NPR’s 

corporate team are liable for:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legal_liability


158. A duty to rescue is a concept in tort law that arises in a number of cases, describing a 

circumstance in which a party can be held liable for failing to come to the rescue of another party 

who could face potential injury or death without being rescued.

159. The last clear chance is a doctrine in the law of torts that is employed in contributory 

negligence jurisdictions. Under this doctrine, a negligent plaintiff can nonetheless recover if he is 

able to show that the defendant had the last opportunity to avoid the accident. 

160. The eggshell rule (or thin skull rule) is a well-established legal doctrine in common law, 

used in some tort law systems,[1] with a similar doctrine applicable to criminal law. The rule 

states that, in a tort case, the unexpected frailty of the injured person is not a valid defense to the 

seriousness of any injury caused to them.

161. Besides committing a tort of negligence the defendants are liable for:

Vicarious liability is a form of a strict, secondary liability that arises under the common 

law doctrine of agency, respondeat superior, the responsibility of the superior for the acts of their 

subordinate or, in a broader sense, the responsibility of any third party that had the "right, ability 

or duty to control" the activities of a violator.

It can be distinguished from contributory liability, another form of secondary liability, which is 

rooted in the tort theory of enterprise liability because, unlike contributory infringement, 

knowledge is not an element of vicarious liability. 

The law has developed the view that some relationships by their nature require the person who 

engages others to accept responsibility for the wrongdoing of those others. The most important 

such relationship for practical purposes is that of employer and employee.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tort_law
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162. Overview of the principles that were violated by the defendants:

Almost every principle enunciated in the statement number III of the CODE was violated by the 

journalists that participated in the article and broadcast about plaintiff: Andrew Flanagan, Jacob 

Ganz, and All Things Considered radio Host Audie Cornish — who ended the coverage on the 

plaintiff with the following derogatory/defamatory remark stating to their large audience that the 

plaintiff HAD NOT EARNED his success, which was basically telling the audience that the 

plaintiff was an undeserving person because he was motivated by ill motives and did bad things!

“Alright, well the kicker this week is new music from somebody who HAS earned their success, 

right?” – Audie Cornish
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163. Instead of correcting the violations that had been committed by NPR journalists Andrew 

Flanagan, Jacob Ganz and Audie Cornish, their   editors/superiors continued to violate NPR’s 

CODE:

164. As stated by NPR in their CODE, “Editors and producers have special responsibility for 

application of this Code to matters they are editing or producing. For each story that is 

produced, they should be satisfied that the standards of this Code have been met. NPR 

journalists who do not comply with the Code may be subject to disciplinary action up to and 

including termination.”

165. Being aware that members of NPR’s programming team such as Andrew Flanagan, Jacob 

Ganz, their editors, and their supervisors had not followed the rules customarily followed (not 

only by NPR journalists, but by any decent journalist) and had departed from accepted 

professional standards, NPR’s management and legal teams were responsible, as it is clearly and 

officially stated in their CODES, to take accountability for the damages and injuries caused to the 

plaintiff, but sadly they failed. Their actions showed their true colors.

166. Before describing the actions and omissions of the defendants in the specific case, 

EXHIBIT A (BELOW) provides the court with a more detailed account of the parts of NPR’s 

CODE that were violated by members of NPR’s programming, corporate and legal teams, and 



board of directors.

167. FACTS in this case of Negligence by members of National Public Radio:

NPR's Legal and Corporate (Management) teams and the Board of Directors were informed by 

Ashley Messenger, and therefor knew, that:

168. - Members of NPR’s programming team had committed serious infractions and wrongful 

actions that had unjustly, negligently, recklessly, and maliciously destroyed the plaintiff (and his 

wife’s) reputation and work, injured the plaintiff, and endangered his life.

- NPR had published and broadcasted numerous defamatory allegations against the plaintiff in a 

Music News Article and over the airwaves on NPR’s All Things Considered (to over 105 

MILLION PEOPLE https://www.npr.org/about) with no proof and with a serious abandonment of 

the most basic professional journalistic standards.

- NPR had described the plaintiff to their listeners and readers as a fraud, a charlatan, a huckster; 

NPR had told their audience that the plaintiff’s desire in life was fame and infamy and pulling the 

wool over people’s eyes; that the plaintiff’s life was one of purposeless obfuscation.

- The press release received by NPR from Discogs had NOT accused the plaintiff. 

- The story had been unnecessarily rushed and published in a matter of hours violating NPR’s 

standards, which clearly indicate that ONLY news concerning an emergency situation can be 

reported without having followed the DUE professional and ethical journalistic standards.

(The press release was received at 4 am and the story was published by 9:48 am ET.)

- NPR had NOT made ONE SINGLE attempt after receiving the press release at 4 am to inform 

https://www.npr.org/about


the plaintiff that the story was going to be breaking news or about the radio broadcast on All 

Things Considered. 

169. (NPR is very clear about the DUTY every journalist HAS to contact the subjects of their 

reports to give them the chance to reply.)

170. - After the story had been published NPR had NOT tried to contact the plaintiff a SINGLE 

time. (Instead, they went on to continue to proclaim to millions of people on their radio program 

All Things Considered that the plaintiff was a dishonest insane individual, who spends most of his 

time trying to deceive others, because he is obsessed with fame and infamy.)

- Only ONE source that ever met the plaintiff (17 years ago) had been used.

171. (NPR clearly states journalists must use multiple RELEVANT sources. NPR: ‘Can We Go 

With It?’ Maybe Not, Because ‘One And One And One’ Isn’t Always Three 

What we want, ideally, is our own on-the-record confirmation — and not from that same person 

who has spoken to the wires, but from others who are in a position to know.

If that’s not possible yet and the news is of such importance that we decide it needs to be 

reported, we still want to see multiple news reports that are based on multiple sources who are 

in a position to know.

172. Can you come up with a scenario in which we report something that’s coming from just one 

source or one news outlet? I suppose. But it has to be really important news. And we don’t do 

that without considerable discussion involving the executive editor, the deputy managing 

editors, the standards & practices editor and others.

Memmos, June 18, 2014) 

- The statements made by this source had not even been questioned. (NPR states VERIFICATION 



of facts is a MUST.)

- The article was 100% BIAS against the plaintiff. (Another essential standard in NPR is 

providing all the sides to the story.)

- NPR’s journalists had not stuck to the facts. (NPR makes very clear that a journalist covering 

the news MUST never offer opinions or make critics that may influence the readers. News reports 

must stick to the facts.) 

173. These type of violations are shocking, especially having been committed by National Public 

Radio. 

The humiliation, the indignation, (NPR made their audience feel free to mock and insult the 

plaintiff), the pain for losing their (the plaintiff and his wife’s) benefit concerts and dream to help 

others was too much for the plaintiff’s heart and mind to bear with, consequently destroying his 

mental health, driving him into severe depression, attempted suicide and physical injury. The 

plaintiff is still on 2 medications (for severe depression and PTSD) and continues to visit a mental 

health doctor.

174. Ashley Messenger was provided (and she shared this information with all of her superiors 

such as Jonathan Hart and CEO Jarl Mohn) with a great amount of evidence that had been read 

and watched (videos) by the journalists who had written the news article and spoken on the radio 

broadcast misrepresenting and defaming the plaintiff, his work and his purpose and mission as a 

spiritual artist and human being. This evidence proved that this was not a case of small mistakes 

or “misunderstandings,” but outrageous errors that sadly and clearly crossed the line into the 

territory of negligence, recklessness (reckless disregard), and actual malice. 

EXHIBIT

• This is a video of 2 artists praised by NPR: https://www.youtube.com/watch?



v=2Bfm2nPrJrg&feature=emb_logo

• This is a video by the plaintiff: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=QOo_7XYeRSc&feature=emb_logo

175. The plaintiff’s wife informed Ashley Messenger in detail, in several long letters (over 14,000 

words), about the great wrong, damage and harm done to her husband (and to their work and their 

lives) by NPR’s story and radio broadcast; NPR was not only responsible for destroying the 

plaintiff’s 40 year career and his and his wife’s humanitarian works, but it was also responsible 

for triggering a traumatic experience when the plaintiff was raped for a period of 3 months as a 14 

year old boy due to the immense humiliation and pain.

176. The plaintiff’s traumatic experience was elaborated on by the plaintiff himself in an email 

who was only trying to explain that the threat of suing and filing a lawsuit was not frivolous, but 

that there was very serious damages done that by all appearances were malicious and something 

needed to be done.

177. Ashley Messenger stated that NPR was taking everything very serious, however, within a 

few days, NPR’s executives allowed Ashley Messenger to take her 7 day vacation while the 

plaintiff’s condition worsened considerably.

178. Soon after, NPR removed the article, but they posted it again as soon as the plaintiff 

informed Ashley Messenger that removing the article was and admission of guilt and not enough 

compensation to pay for all the damage and harm that had been done to the plaintiff.

Sadly, in this case, as in other cases involving corrupt corporations, those on the top levels of 

corporate power seem to have lost the art of being human. The defendants showed that to them 

the company’s standards are just a front; instead, they chose to stick to, “how do we minimize the 

damage to ourselves?” 



179. The defendants knew very well what they were supposed to do to compensate the plaintiff, 

but they were not planning to do anything unless they had to, which in their eyes seemed a far 

fetched possibility as they were dealing with an unknown musician with no clout. 

Although the defendants were well aware of the seriousness of the violations committed by NPR 

against the plaintiff, they pretended as though NPR had done nothing that serious, stating NPR 

had “misunderstood”…   

180. Again NPR never tried to contact the plaintiff (before or after the radio broadcast and the 

music news article) to offer him his right to reply, which NPR and American journalistic 

standards consider ESSENTIAL. But when the plaintiff contacted NPR (3 months later), after 

surviving a critical mental and emotional crisis, NPR (through their spokesperson and legal 

counsel Ashley Messenger, with whom the plaintiff was in communication for weeks) stated in an 

email that, "We have always wanted to hear your viewpoint. Therefore, NPR would like to offer 

you the opportunity to respond to the story in a meaningful way on our site. You may write up to 

1500 words in a response that addresses what you would like the public to know about your 

career, your motives, your desire to change the world, that your activities have been 

performances, and other facts that you want to explain (as you have in your emails). You may 

also explain your position about the Discogs sale if you like; however, you are not required to 

address any specific topic. We think our audience would be best served by having you say for 

yourself what your purpose has been."

181. NPR’s hypocrisy is appalling. Could NPR be more disrespectful and deceiving? Is that what 

you have to say to a person that almost died because some members of your company acted with 

reckless disregard for the truth and actual malice (did NOT care about his viewpoint; made NO 

attempt to contact him; PURPOSELY chose not to share ANY information written on his websites 

about his career, his motives, his desire to change the world, and his performance art, or contact 



any of the many professional and relevant sources that existed…)? 

182. NPR’s statement proves that they acknowledged the plaintiff is motivated by a “desire to 

change the world,” has a “career,” meaning he is not a “trickster,” “charlatan” and a 

“huckster,” which means that NPR’s article and broadcast, in which the plaintiff was called a 

charlatan, a huckster, and a deceiver did not reflect the truth about the plaintiff and was in fact 

defamatory and was written and published with extreme negligence (evidence (knowledge of the 

journalists prior to the publication and broadcast) also proves actual malice). 

183. Ashley Messenger and the rest of the defendants (including NPR’s new CEO John Lansing) 

knew the truth and were aware they had destroyed the plaintiff and his wife’s mission and dream, 

meaning their humanitarian efforts and Benefit Concerts, and all the rest of the work they had 

been preparing during their 12 year journey together all to the way to this point.

184. And what about NPR’s audience? What about the public being told lies instead of the truth? 

The defendants don’t care about that either.

185. NPR’s defamatory article sits on the very top when conducting a search for the plaintiff’s 

name (Billy Yeager) on google, ABOVE the plaintiff’s own website, announcing to the world he 

is a fraud and has remained so for close to 3 years, resilient because of the NPR’s computer 

programmers; world wide, media outlets and ordinary people are still republishing NPR’s story 

and mocking the plaintiff.) 

186. NPR knew that they had committed a journalistic sin for which they would be “liable”; 

without verification, they had stated false accusations that they knew would destroy someone’s 

reputation and life.



187. For this reason they tried to move away from this fact, by tricking the plaintiff into accepting 

an “offer” to write about himself and not the 301 Jackson St. sale. 

188. Asking a person to write their own story had a very specific dishonest legal objective. NPR 

states in their CODE that every time they make a correction they must explain to their audience 

with transparency what was done wrong, and the person that made the mistake must be involved 

in the reply. But NPR was planning on not including the journalist that had written the story; in 

fact they offered the plaintiff, in NPR’s words, “one of their best journalists” to help him. When 

has NPR, in their whole history, asked the subject of their reports to write his own story? 

NEVER.

189. Ashley Messenger wrote: “We think our audience would be best served by having you say 

for yourself what your purpose has been.” This was going to be a complete violation of their 

CODE that promises transparency. NPR’s corporate and legal teams carefully thought of a way in 

which NPR would not have to admit their “mistakes”. Although they don’t mind admitting small 

mistakes, this case was too serious, that is why differently to other cases where NPR stands by 

their story, on this case NPR had no comment to the press.

190. The reason why NPR didn’t want the album mentioned was that it would have opened doors 

to expose NPR’s serious violations. So they tried to use a seemingly “kind suggestion,” but in 

case it didn’t work, they had to protect themselves and the only way was by using censorship.

191. Ashley Messenger wrote: “If you would like to do this, then please send your proposed 

response to me. To be clear, NPR is not promising to publish it; we will decline to do so if we 

believe it would not serve our audience or might create liability. Given our communications, 

however, I would expect that you can articulate your highest ideals and your artistic vision in a 

way that would shine a light on the activities you say have been misunderstood."



192. This statement is clearly saying that if NPR didn’t like what the plaintiff had to say in reply 

to NPR’s defamatory story and broadcast they would NOT publish his reply.

 193. Although the defendants are completely against ‘Prior Restraint’ upon them, they didn’t 

have any problem in restricting the plaintiff’s expression. Whether what the plaintiff would have 

chosen to state in his defense “may have or may have not created a liability” does not make a 

difference in the fact that NPR has no legal right to censor the subject of their reports, to prohibit 

him from saying, whether it is on print or on the airwaves, the truth he knows and believes in, 

specially when NPR receives funds from the United States Government. 

194. The plaintiff is a spiritual and humanitarian / activist artist whose desire is to use his talents 

to raise awareness about serious issues and help those who are victims of suffering and injustice. 

NPR’s journalists purposely presented him as a fraud, destroying his career, charity cause, 

spiritual mission, reputation and health after making some of the worst journalistic violations that 

can be made. NPR’s legal team and corporate/management team DIDN’T CARE and DID 

NOTHING to compensate the plaintiff for the serious damages and harm done to him.

195. There was no apology, no recompense, no accountability, no empathy, and no compassion; 

the defendants FAILED to fulfill their duty.

196. NPR not only infringed on the plaintiff’s rights, but their audience’s rights.

• NPR’s Guiding Principles / Fairness below were violated:

Give sources time to respond.

* If our audience wonders what someone we report about had to say in his or her defense, and 



we haven’t provided that information or explained our efforts to get it, we have failed.

* When we seek such responses, we give the subjects a reasonable amount of time to get back to 

us and multiple ways to do so.

* When news is breaking, make sure the people we’re attempting to reach know about our 

deadlines — for the next newscast and the next program, for example.

* If, despite our best efforts, we cannot get a response but determine that we need to go ahead 

with the story, cull past reports and statements to pull out any previous comments made by the 

subject or organization that may help explain their positions. Look for proxies who may be able to 

defend their side. And tell our listeners and readers about our attempts to contact the subjects.

* If we’re perceived as being unfair we not only risk losing the trust of our audience, we also put 

our reporting at risk. All individuals we report on should be able to trust that we’ll be fair not just 

in how we present their views, but in how we seek those views. THIS MEANS WE GIVE those 

whom we cover the opportunity to respond to critical allegations in our reports, or to explain 

themselves when we suspect they’ve given us inaccurate information.

* When sources — even those involved in some of the most controversial issues of the day — trust 

that we’re even-handed, our work benefits.

197. NPR’s journalists and editors involved in this case were not fair and even-handed, but 

malicious, and they failed in their profession (professional malpractice); so did the members from 

NPR’s corporate and legal teams included as defendants in this case.

NPR showed extreme bias against the plaintiff and they never offered the plaintiff an opportunity 

to respond.

198. The plaintiff was never informed the news were breaking, or about the deadline of neither 

the news article nor the radio broadcast, and he was NEVER contacted afterwards.

It is appalling that the plaintiff was denied the chance to defend his reputation on National Public 

Radio, which states: "THIS MEANS WE GIVE those whom we cover the opportunity to respond 



to critical allegations in our reports."

199. It is appalling that the plaintiff’s First Amendment Rights,“The people shall not be deprived 

or abridged of their right to speak, to write, or to publish their sentiments; and the freedom of the 

press, as one of the great bulwarks of liberty, shall be inviolable,” were violated by National 

Public Radio, the only broadcaster together with PBS that receives millions in funds from the 

government; the government provided them with $495 million in 2019.

Below is an excerpt from CPB’s mission statement:

GOALS & OBJECTIVES

I. CONTENT AND SERVICES

GOAL: Promote an educated and informed civil society by supporting high-quality 

engaging content and services delivered across multiple platforms.

To achieve this Goal, CPB will pursue the following objectives:

A. Support the development and distribution of high-quality, noncommercial content and services 

with particular attention to the needs and interests of children, core public media communities, 

diverse audiences, and unserved and underserved communities.

B. Facilitate the development and distribution of high-quality content, including news and 

information, that is accurate, fair, balanced, objective, transparent, and produced in a 

manner that is consistent with the editorial integrity of producers, distributors and stations.

200. This is not what happened in this case; in this case an American citizen life’s was destroyed 

by members of NPR exercising an extreme degree of negligence and malice, and not a single 

person from the thousands of members that in words and in public profess their reverence for 

ethics and truth showed any accountability.



Again, the Corporation of Public Broadcasting are given government funds (1 Billion for 

2020-2022) that are then disbursed to NPR and PBS.

201. What also needs to be addressed in this complaint is that, after no satisfaction, in a fit of 

desperation, the plaintiff reached out to CPB themselves. 

Westwood Smithers, Jr., is CPB's chief legal officer much like Jonathan Hart is to NPR.

202. In 2017, the plaintiff and Westwood Smithers, Jr., had a very long personal conversation 

regarding the wrongful actions and negligence of the defendants in this case. Mr. Smithers told 

the plaintiff that CPB was not responsible for NPR’s actions (something which the plaintiff, after 

doing research, has come to believe is not true, for evidence states differently), but Mr. Smithers, 

who in a recorded conversation, did in fact make statements making it clear to the plaintiff that he 

knew an injustice had been done and felt bad for what had been done to the plaintiff and his wife 

by NPR, and advised the plaintiff that he and his wife take the matter to the social media, 

obviously the purpose of that would be to let the public know about the multiple violations of 

NPR and everyone involved. 

203. Speculation would indicate that NPR realized there was no serious threat, had there been, 

they would have been contacted by an attorney hired by the plaintiff; therefore, since there was no 

attorney call, they turned their backs, never contacted the plaintiff back, ever, not one time in 

close to 3 years.

204. From December 2019 to February 2020, the plaintiff and his wife even called NPR's new 

C.E.O., John Lansing, several times to allow him the chance to be able to step in and, as someone 

different, rectify things, and together find a solution without filing a lawsuit. Fully aware that the 

plaintiff was filing this lawsuit himself, with only the help of his wife, John Lansing refused to 



answer or call back, and chose instead to hide behind curtains using his secretary as a gatekeeper 

against the plaintiff’s honest attempts to give NPR another chance to rectify the situation.

205. Factual evidence will prove to a jury without a doubt that: 

206. The defendants knew and admitted members of NPR’s programming team had committed 

serious infractions and wrongful actions that had unjustly, negligently, recklessly, and maliciously 

injured the plaintiff, destroyed his (and his wife’s) reputation, and endangered his life.

207. The defendants were aware (the plaintiff’s wife informed Ashley Messenger in long letters) 

that the plaintiff had attempted suicide due to NPR’s wrongful actions and he was under severe 

emotional distress and depression.

208. The defendants did nothing to repair the damage and avoid any further harm; they were only 

concern about covering up the serious violations committed by NPR.

Because of this the plaintiff’s health continued to deteriorate, his anguish and rage increased, and 

he suffered further injury.

209. As of today the plaintiff continues to be under medical treatment for major depression, 

suicidal ideation, extreme mood swings, erratic risky behavior and desire to hurt himself and 

attack those who have abused him, humiliated him, caused him extreme pain, and stripped him 

from everything that he worked for in his life. 

PRAYER OF RELIEF

WHEREFORE, the plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court enter an award in the 

plaintiff's favor, and against the defendants, as follows:



. (1)  awarding William Yeager compensatory damages as the Court deems appropriate. 

. (2)  awarding William Yeager punitive damages of not less than $ 500,000,000.00; 

A JURY TRIAL IS DEMANDED

S/ William Yeager

206 State St.

Cottonwood Falls, KS. 66845



EXHIBIT A:

• Accuracy

Our purpose is to pursue the truth. Diligent verification is critical. We take great care to ensure 

that statements of fact in our journalism are both correct and in context. In our reporting, we 

rigorously challenge both the claims we encounter and the assumptions we bring. We 

devote our resources and our skills to presenting the fullest version of the truth we can deliver, placing 

the highest value on information we have gathered and verified ourselves.

For more accurate stories, seek diverse perspectives.

We tell stronger, better-informed stories when we sample a variety of perspectives on what we’re 

covering.

Before our reporting reaches the public, we check “everything that walks or talks or acts 

like a fact.”

Are all the terms being used correctly? For example, was the suspect really “arrested” or is he only 

being questioned?

Does every fact in the story match the information with any photos or graphics associated 

with it? 

Do I need to check a source’s “fact” against what others are saying? 

Is the story fair? Read or listen one more time. Try to come to it as if you were a listener or reader, not 

the reporter, editor or producer.

Does it hang together? Our conclusions are supported by facts. We pause before broadcast or 

publication to ask if we have answered all the questions that can be answered. If important questions can’t 

be resolved, we make sure our listeners and readers know what they are.



Avoid conjecture and hyperbole. Be especially careful about the phrase “I think,” which implies that 

you’re giving an opinion as opposed to reporting, and dilutes the clarity of your words. If asked 

“what might happen next?” resist speculation. Use your knowledge and reporting to offer analysis and 

insight based on solid evidence.

Stick to what you know. If the question is not connected to your beat, explain that you’re not prepared 

to address the subject or cite what other NPR journalists and other trusted news organizations have 

reported.

Take special care with news that might cause grief or damage reputations.

Any falsehoods in our news reports can cause harm. But errors that may damage 

reputations or bring about grief are especially dangerous, and extra precautions should be 

taken to avoid them. In those cases, err on the side of caution. Go slowly, and above all, get 

clearance from a senior manager.

• Edit like a prosecutor.

Great journalism comes in part from the collaborative efforts of researchers, reporters, editors and 

producers, who all play a key role in ensuring accuracy. We believe in teamwork. But good 

editors are also good prosecutors. They test, probe and challenge reporters, always with the goal of 

making NPR’s stories as good (and therefore as accurate) as possible.

“A successful editor has to help the reporter see the big picture, but also needs to fret over details,” 

says Jonathan Kern in Sound Reporting. And, “above all … editors are responsible for making 

sure that reports are accurate and fair.”

Ensuring we have our factual details correct is only part of the accuracy equation. It’s just as important to 

make sure we’ve correctly interpreted those facts in our reporting. The burden is on us to ensure that 

the way we use the material we collect — sound, photos and words — is true to their intended 

meaning and context. 

We do our best to ensure that everything we report faithfully depicts reality – from the tiniest 

detail to the big-picture context that helps put the news into perspective.



This is why we systematically and rigorously review our facts before we make our reporting public.

Also, in cases where stories are developing and the news may be changing from moment to moment, state 

clearly what NPR has and has not been able to confirm on its own and what key questions 

remain unanswered. (Source: Bruce Drake.)

Be judicious when passing along breaking news.

In breaking news situations, timeliness and accuracy can be in conflict. When news is breaking, we may 

need to pass along information reported by others because the public should know about it immediately. 

This is particularly true when safety is an issue (severe weather events or other types of 

emergencies, for example). 

If it’s determined that something is so important that the public needs to know about it now, even before 

we’ve had a chance to thoroughly vet the information, be transparent: state what we’re certain of, what we 

don’t yet know and how our information was acquired. And again, if we have information that 

might cause significant grief or might potentially put someone in harm’s way, we do not 

report it until it’s been thoroughly verified and senior editors have given their approval.

Few in our audience will know or care which news organization was first to report a 

breaking news story. But if we get it wrong, we leave a lasting mark on our reputation. 

For years, NPR journalists have been cautioned by their editors that an all- too-common pitfall of fact 

checking is verifying “facts” through second sources, such as other news media outlets, that do not 

have “direct” knowledge about what they supposedly know. That’s why we value primary sources 

for our facts and we check them before broadcast or publication. 

When reporting on events we did not witness personally, we seek multiple independent 

perspectives to get a sharper, more accurate understanding of what happened. And if we can’t verify 

what others are reporting, but still believe the news is important and needs to be reported, we tell listeners 

and readers that NPR has not yet independently confirmed the news. Too often, incorrect 

information is passed down from one news story to another because of the failure of the 

first outlet to get it right. We strive to never pass on errors in this way.

• Accuracy in visual journalism 

Use images to convey information and tell stories, not to make the subjects look better or worse 

than the facts warrant. Likewise, our graphics present information in ways that educate and illuminate. 



We do not skew data to mislead viewers about an issue or event.

• Fairness

To tell the truest story possible, it is essential that we treat those we interview and report on with 

scrupulous fairness, guided by a spirit of professionalism. We make every effort to gather 

responses from those who are the subjects of criticism, unfavorable allegations or other 

negative assertions in our stories. In all our stories, especially matters of controversy, we strive to 

consider the strongest arguments we can find on all sides.

Present facts, not indictments.

The “court of public opinion” is an expression, not a legal forum. When a person or company has been 

charged with wrongdoing by official sources (1), we must carefully avoid presenting facts in a 

manner that presumes guilt. When covering legal cases, always tell our listeners and readers if the 

defendant has entered a plea. Be scrupulous about accurately using words such as “arrested,” “charged,” 

“indicted” and other legal terms.

News outlets are “driven by deadlines, and under time pressure, you are sure to make mistakes — about 

names, affiliations, places, and so on. These errors are regrettable, and you should always correct them. … 

But they are not nearly as serious as failing to be fair and unbiased. That may not only 

discourage people from listening; it can undermine your station’s or network’s reputation — one of its 

greatest assets. Even occasional lapses have serious consequences. The price of good journalism is eternal 

vigilance.”

We place a high value on earning the respect and trust of all sides when reporting on 

complex or controversial subjects. That means we stick to facts and to language that is 

clear, compelling and neutral. We avoid loaded words preferred by a particular side in a debate. 

We write and speak in ways that will illuminate issues, not inflame them.

(1) In the case of the plaintiff, the plaintiff was never accused by any source (official or unofficial) of wrongdoing. 

CASE STUDIES

Not getting a response vs. getting a response.

In 2005, NPR aired a story about the new editor of the Paris Review. Former staffers of the magazine — 

some of whom had been let go — were heard saying that the new leader was “betraying the vision” of the 

Review’s founder, George Plimpton. What was the editor’s response to that charge? He didn’t get the 



chance to say. Our interview with him was done before the critics were contacted, and the editor wasn’t 

contacted again.

NPR subsequently apologized on the air for not giving the editor the chance to answer his 

critics. As Bill Marimow, then-NPR vice president for news, said: “If the subject of the story doesn’t 

know what you’re going to report, how can we be fair to them?”

Contrast that with an NPR report on the drug company Merck and its painkiller Vioxx. Reporter Snigdha 

Prakash was investigating allegations that the company was trying to silence people who raised safety 

concerns about the drug. Before a key interview with company representatives, she “laid all my cards face 

up,” Snigdha says by giving them a chance to see all the documents she would be quoting from.1 Besides 

being the fair thing to do, it also meant that the company spokesmen were well-prepared to respond to 

specific questions about specific issues.

If our audience wonders what someone we report about had to say in his or her defense, 

and we haven’t provided that information or explained our efforts to get it, we have failed.

When we seek such responses, we give the subjects a reasonable amount of time to get back to us and 

multiple ways to do so. What we consider “a reasonable amount of time” will vary depending on the 

situation, determined after a thorough discussion involving the reporter and appropriate editors — 

up to the managing editor in high-profile or sensitive matters.

When news is breaking, make sure the people we’re attempting to reach know about our 

deadlines — for the next newscast and the next program, for example.

If, despite our best efforts, we cannot get a response but determine that we need to go ahead with the 

story, cull past reports and statements to pull out any previous comments made by the subject or 

organization that may help explain their positions. Look for proxies who may be able to 

defend their side. And tell our listeners and readers about our attempts to contact the subjects.

If we’re perceived as being unfair we not only risk losing the trust of our audience, we also put our 

reporting at risk. All individuals we report on should be able to trust that we’ll be fair not just 

in how we present their views, but in how we seek those views. This means we give those 

whom we cover the opportunity to respond to critical allegations in our reports.

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5462419
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5462419
http://ethics.npr.org/category/b-fairness/#footnote_0_53


Completeness

Telling the full story 

We do our best to report thoroughly and tell stories comprehensively. We won’t always have 

enough time or space in one story to say everything we would like or quote everyone we would wish to 

include. But errors of omission and partial truths can inflict great damage on our credibility, and 

stories delivered without the context to fully understand them are incomplete.

Valuing completeness means that we have a responsibility to report on important matters in a timely 

fashion. 

But our responsibility to be timely doesn’t lessen our need to be accurate and fair. And in breaking 

news situations, we have a heightened responsibility to tell our audience exactly what we know and how we 

know it, as well as to emphasize what’s still unknown or unverified.

In our reporting, we seek various perspectives on an issue, as well as the evidence supporting 

or countering each one. We try to understand minority viewpoints as well as those of recognized 

authorities; we don’t ignore perspectives merely because they are less popular.

Honesty

In the course of our work, we are genuine and candid. We avoid hyperbole and sensational 

conjecture. We may sometimes construct hypotheticals to help explain issues and events, but we reveal 

any fabrication, and do not otherwise mix fiction with our news reporting. We edit and present 

information honestly, without deception.

Independence

To secure the public’s trust, we must make it clear that our primary allegiance is to the public. Any 

personal or professional interests that conflict with that allegiance, whether in appearance or in reality, 

risk compromising our credibility. Under no circumstances do we skew our reports for personal gain, to 

help NPR’s bottom line or to please those who fund us. 

Outside work

How does it affect your work for NPR?

We let our reporting, not our personal opinions, guide our actions and comments in all types of public 

settings.



Our goal is to encourage NPR journalists to be visible as ambassadors of NPR journalism, and to build 

their reputations as professionals while assuring that all appearances are consistent with NPR’s 

ethical standards and our priorities.

How we handle coverage of NPR.

Although we work for NPR, our first loyalty is to the public. Because NPR is a prominent company 

with an important role in society, there are times when NPR is in the news. At such times – as in all 

others – NPR journalists keep the public’s interest first and foremost.

Impartiality

We have opinions, like all people. But the public deserves factual reporting and informed analysis 

without our opinions influencing what they hear or see. So we strive to report and 

produce stories that transcend our biases and treat all views fairly. We aggressively 

challenge our own perspectives and pursue a diverse range of others, aiming always to 

present the truth as completely as we can tell it.

We have the same right to practice religion — or not — as other Americans. But we do not let our 

religious or personal beliefs distort our coverage of events or other faiths.

As expressed in our Statement of Principles, we hold ourselves to a high standard. We work 

extraordinarily hard to prove ourselves worthy of the trust the public places in us. Our reputation as 

rigorous and impartial pursuers of truth is fundamental to protecting and strengthening that trust. 

Impartiality as citizens and public figures

We do not express personal opinions in public appearances outside NPR — just as we would not on our 

own broadcasts. 

We not only make decisions, we review them, we consider their effects and we learn from 

them. This too is characteristic of a healthy ethical newsroom guided by sound ethical 

principles.

Our standards of impartiality also apply to social media.

Don’t express personal views on a political or other controversial issue that you could not write for the air 

or post on NPR.org. These guidelines apply whether you are posting under your own name or — if the 



online site allows pseudonyms — your identity would not be readily apparent. In reality, anything you post 

online reflects both on you and on NPR.

We avoid participating in shows, forums, or other venues that encourage punditry and speculation rather 

than fact-based analysis.

For guidance, NPR policy on many terms and phrases is collected on NPR’s internal wiki (under Grammar 

& Usage Guide). Also feel free to talk it over with the Standards and Practices Editor (email Ethics).

Beyond news – how commentary, criticism and essays fit into our journalism.

By its very definition, a commentary is intended to put the author’s opinions on display. Consequently, 

NPR journalists with a role in reporting and producing the news do not deliver 

commentaries. 

In selecting commentaries from independent writers, we honor our commitments to impartiality and 

fairness by presenting our audience with a variety of voices, encompassing many sides of an issue. 

Our commentaries must also hew to other Guiding Principles, reflecting honesty, accuracy 

and transparency.

Alongside news, essays and commentary, we also provide our audience with cultural criticism, showcasing 

works of art and entertainment and analyzing their qualities and merits. Criticism, of course, is inherently 

opinionated. We reserve our criticism for works of art and entertainment and do not opine on matters 

we cover in the 

news.

Fair, accurate, impartial reporting is the foundation of NPR news coverage. 

A large part of what makes our work so valuable is our effort to transcend how we feel about a subject and 

impart to our audience what we know about it, and what we don’t.

We should weigh the effect of all our actions on its credibility and integrity. 

Transparency

To inspire confidence in our journalism, it is critical that we give the public the tools to evaluate our 

work. We reveal as much as we practically can about how we discover and verify the facts we 

present. 

http://wikify.npr.org/index.php/Grammar_%26_Usage_Guide
http://wikify.npr.org/index.php/Grammar_%26_Usage_Guide


Accountability

We take full responsibility for our work, so we must always be ready and willing to answer for it. 

Just as careful attention to our sources makes a story stronger, careful listening to our public makes our 

journalism better. So we welcome questions or criticisms from our stakeholders and to the best of our 

ability, we respond. Mistakes are inevitable. When we make them, we correct them forthrightly, 

reflect on what happened, and learn from them.

If you have good reason to think NPR got something wrong on the air or online – or that there was a 

serious defect in a report – you have an affirmative responsibility to speak up. The first stop 

should be your supervisor. If the supervisor does not think that a mistake was made, but you disagree, 

talk it over with the Standards and Practices Editor (or email Ethics). 

Egregious mistakes demand immediate correction on the air and/or online (if the information was also 

posted on NPR.org).

NPR’s legal department should be consulted immediately about mistakes that might have legal 

consequences — and especially if a purported mistake is brought to our attention by a lawyer or the subject 

of our reporting and they are claiming or implying that NPR is liable for any damages. 

All corrections will be reported to the NPR Library and to the Managing Editor and Deputy Managing 

Editor of NPR.org so that transcripts can be amended and online reports corrected. As a rule, we don’t 

make “silent” corrections to our stories. We make corrections to help keep the public 

accurately informed, not to absolve ourselves of our mistakes.

We have a simple standard: Errors of fact do not stand uncorrected. If we get it wrong, we’ll 

admit it.

Whether in an NPR newscast or a tweet, “you always have to take into consideration what you’re 

saying, what you know, what you don’t know, and be thoughtful about not making libelous 

comments whatever the medium.”1

In many cases, a journalist will be legally responsible for any statement he or she repeats, 

even if the statement is attributed to another source. There are a few exceptions, and one of them 

http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/top-stories/141987/what-journalists-need-to-know-about-libelous-tweets/
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/top-stories/141987/what-journalists-need-to-know-about-libelous-tweets/
http://ethics.npr.org/category/h-accountability/#footnote_0_32


is Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, which protects news organizations from defamation 

liability for content that’s created by a third party. Many experts believe this protection would extend to 

retweets. Citizen Media Law Project co-founder David Ardia put it this way: “So if a journalist or news 

organization were to retweet a defamatory statement, they would not be held accountable. If, however, 

they added a defamatory remark as part of the retweet, they could be.”

So, in theory NPR would be protected if someone retweets a post that says something defamatory or 

inaccurate about someone. But be careful about adding comments that would make the 

message your own and destroy immunity.

But beyond the legal implications, it is important to consider our listeners and readers and the fact 

that they trust that the information we’re giving them is as accurate as we can make it. 

We push for confirmation. We look for other sources. We reach out to those closer to the story. In 

other words, we do some reporting.

Source: NPR’s Ashley Messenger, in an article on Poynter.org. [↩]

Self-protection is part of being accountable online.

Use the highest level of privacy tools available to control access to your personal activity when 

appropriate, but don’t let that make you complacent. It’s just not that hard for someone to bypass those 

safeguards and make public what you thought was private.

Don’t be careless. Keep your opinions to yourself. Imagine what you say or write landing in an AP 

story or in The Washington Post, and imagine the damage that could cause you or NPR.

Rule of thumb: You should conduct yourself in social media forums with an eye to how your 

behavior or comments might appear if we were called upon to defend them as a news 

organization. 

Respect

Everyone affected by our journalism deserves to be treated with decency and compassion. 

We listen to others. When we ask tough questions, we do so to seek answers — not confrontations. We 

minimize undue harm and take special care with those who are vulnerable or suffering. 

And with all subjects of our coverage, we are mindful of their privacy as we fulfill our journalistic 

obligations.

The general public is the most important stakeholder in our work, but everyone we cover is also an 

http://ethics.npr.org/category/h-accountability/#identifier_0_32


important stakeholder. We practice ethical journalism by doing our best to minimize harm as we 

report information in the public interest.

Excellence

We take enormous pride in the craftsmanship of our storytelling and in the quality of the words, 

sounds and images we use to help illuminate the world. When we edit, it is to add impact and 

clarity to our journalism — never to slant or distort. We don’t allow what is sensational to 

obscure what is significant. We aspire to tell stories that rise above the maudlin and mundane, 

avoiding shallow sentimentality. 

Above all, we do our best to faithfully and powerfully convey the truth.

Emotion is a powerful component of storytelling, wield it carefully.

Engaging, clear and genuinely human storytelling is a hallmark of NPR journalism. But our audience’s 

perceptions of what we report can be influenced not only by the information we present but also by how 

we present it. Be cautious of nuances of voice, inflection, sound, visuals and other elements that can 

transform a straightforward news report into something that feels skewed. Personal observations, such 

as a display of grief or dismay in the wake of a tragedy, can sometimes be appropriate, but they must 

always be authentic and must not diminish our credibility.

Our aspirations to excellence are an important element of our ethical decision-making. 

When NPR was launched in 1971, the network made clear its commitment to excellence, saying it would 

“provide listeners with an aural esthetic experience which enriches and gives meaning to the human 

spirit.”

Putting Principles Into Practice

We will fulfill the high standard we owe the public if we hold true to our principles.  

This statement should both test and strengthen the moral compass that guides each of us in our work. It 

aims to foster a culture that compels and empowers us to exercise our consciences each day. We believe it 

is our shared responsibility to live up to these principles.

Excerpts from NPR’s Handbook: 

Living these guidelines. 

We expect our journalists to know these guidelines and to abide by them.

http://www.current.org/pbpb/documents/NPRpurposes.html


Minor instances that supervisors deem as posing no significant threat to the credibility of our work may 

elicit no more than a conversation. Situations that may significantly undermine our journalism will be 

subject to a consistent review process, led by the Senior Vice President for News along with the 

Standards and Practices Editor and the appropriate members of the news management team. 

Our goal will be to identify in a timely, thoughtful and consistent manner the nature of the potential harm 

to our journalism and to recommend an appropriate response to mitigate that harm. If disciplinary action 

is called for, Human Resources and Legal will be consulted.

The single best safeguard of NPR’s integrity is the ethical foundation that each of our journalists brings 

to his or her work. 

Anytime an ethical question arises in your mind, consult the handbook and talk with your 

supervisor. 

‘Can We Go With It?’ Maybe Not, Because ‘One And One And One’ Isn’t Always Three 

What we want, ideally, is our own on-the-record confirmation — and not from that same person who has 

spoken to the wires, but from others who are in a position to know.

If that’s not possible yet and the news is of such importance that we decide it needs to be reported, we 

still want to see multiple news reports that are based on multiple sources who are in a position 

to know.

Can you come up with a scenario in which we report something that’s coming from just one source or one 

news outlet? I suppose. But it has to be really important news. And we don’t do that without 

considerable discussion involving the executive editor, the deputy managing editors, the 

standards & practices editor and others.

(Memmos, June 18, 2014)

Long Live Objectivity

“Impartial journalism,” AP standards editor Tom Kent writes, “is a profession. That means exercising a 

skill that’s separate from personal beliefs. Doctors may not like their patients’ politics, but they don’t kill 

them in the operating room. Lawyers eloquently defend even the sleaziest clients. Journalists who seek to 

be impartial should be able to cover people and events irrespective of personal feelings.”

(Memmos, July 7, 2014)



A Reminder: Call The ‘Other Side’

There have been a couple instances in recent days when we reported something that one 

person said about another person or organization — and they weren’t words of praise — 

without even telling listeners or readers whether we had checked with the “other side” 

and given them the chance to respond. The critical words went unchallenged. 

As we remind everyone in the Ethics Handbook:

“To tell the truest story possible, it is essential that we treat those we interview and report 

on with scrupulous fairness, guided by a spirit of professionalism. We make every effort 

to gather responses from those who are the subjects of criticism, unfavorable allegations 

or other negative assertions in our stories.”

Check out how John Burnett and Morning Edition handled the completeness issue Thursday in this piece: 

“U.S. Border Patrol’s Response To Violence In Question.”

John was following up on his report from two weeks ago about the U.S. Border Patrol’s use of force 

along the border with Mexico. The voices we heard from included a lawyer for families who have sued 

the Border Patrol, an Arizona Republic reporter who has investigated the incidents and an analyst with 

an immigrant advocacy group.

And what about the Border Patrol? John got to the agency’s former chief of staff, who offered perspective 

on the “very difficult environment” in which the agents work. Then — and here’s where our 

guidance on explaining to listeners what we’re doing to get questions answered — 

he made it clear that we have tried and will continue to try to get the agency to talk to us:

“Customs and Border Protection is considering a standing request by NPR to interview a top 

agency official regarding use-of-force policy.”

Steve Inskeep then wrapped things up this way:

“As John mentioned, we’re still working to schedule a talk with a top Border Patrol 

official. Tomorrow, we hear from two border congressmen pushing the agency for greater 

accountability.”

We told listeners we’re doing what we can to get officials to discuss this with us and that 

we’re staying on the story. I know we do this kind of thing all the time, but just thought it’s worth 

reminding ourselves how important such efforts are.

http://ethics.npr.org/category/b-fairness/
http://ethics.npr.org/category/b-fairness/
http://www.npr.org/2014/05/15/312573512/u-s-border-patrols-response-to-violence-in-question


(Memmos, May 15, 2014) 

If You See An Adjective, Kill It — Or At Least Ask Whether It Should Be Allowed To Live 

On the Grammar Underground blog, writer June Casagrande suggested that there are “adjectives and 

manner adverbs that are worth keeping.” They are, “the ones that add new information.”

“The ones that should go are usually the ones that contain value judgments,” she adds. 

“They tell readers how to feel about something rather than giving them the facts and 

letting them decide for themselves.”

So: “Mark wears an obnoxiously loud shirt when he bikes.”

Might be better this way: “Mark wears a bright white shirt decorated with Grateful Dead logos when 

he bikes.”

(Memmos; Aug. 14, 2014)

Do Not Assume, Because You Know What That Will Make You 

Let’s keep this simple. There’s nothing vague about the word “confirm.” 

There’s no room for “I think so,” or “that’s what I hear,” or “they must have.” In most cases we require 

more than one such source — independent from the other — to confirm a key fact before we 

go with it.

We do all this, as you know, because “when you assume, you make an ass out of u and me.”

(Memmos; Sept. 8, 2014)

Reminder: It’s Best To Avoid Labeling People Who Have Medical Conditions

For example, it’s better to say someone “has been diagnosed with schizophrenia” rather than “is a 

schizophrenic.”

The Science Desk has been careful about such usages for years. But as we hear from listeners and readers 

each week about stories from other desks, people feel as if we’re reducing someone to a word when 

we label him or her. Since one of our core values is respect, we should be sensitive to those concerns.

We’re also committed to accuracy, of course. We don’t want to unintentionally give the impression that 

someone is “only” defined by a medical condition.

Mistakes: We’re Making More Than A Few

(Memmos; Jan. 14, 2015)

http://www.grammarunderground.com/a-test-to-decide-whether-adverbs-and-adjectives-deserve-to-live.html
http://quotabl.es/quotes/92205
http://ethics.npr.org/category/i-respect/
http://ethics.npr.org/category/i-respect/
http://ethics.npr.org/category/a1-accuracy/


Serious Mistakes Need To Be Flagged Immediately

(Memmos; Jan. 26, 2015)

The NPR Accuracy Checklist

Mistakes happen, but lately we’ve been making too many. 

The checklist that follows is a reminder of things we all know we should do. It’s meant to be 

particularly useful to correspondents and producers. They collect the information we put on the air and 

online and they are expected to do all they can to make sure that what we report is 

accurate.

Print a copy for yourself and please use it. 

NPR EDITORS

–  Will ask: Has everything that needs to be double-checked been double-checked?

–  Will still check: The accuracy of the reporting.

(Memmos; Jan. 29, 2015)

Reminder: When Posting Corrections, The Correspondents/Bloggers/Editors Who Allegedly Committed 

The Errors Need To Be Involved

There have been a couple times this week when corrections were added to Web pages without input from 

the correspondents or bloggers who committed the alleged infractions. 

“If you suspect an error, talk and/or send a message to the reporter/blogger/correspondent who was 

responsible, and the desk editor/producer or show editor/producer who handled the piece, 2-way or Web 

text. Make sure you cc Mark Memmott, the DMEs, Susan Vavrick and Corrections@npr.org.”

(Memmos; May 22, 2015)

Guidance: Online News Commentaries

Online, users should know immediately that what they’re seeing is an opinion piece and they 

should see biographical details about the writer or writers. 

Now, on fairness.

The right thing to do when a commentator is suggesting a person or institution is guilty of bad 

judgment, malfeasance or some serious misdeed, is to reflect the other person’s side of the story.



Side note: An arts critic is a type of commentator. But this guidance is not about critics’ reviews. They 

certainly shouldn’t be mean-spirited, but are not the same as commentaries on the news or people in 

the news. 

(Memmos; Sept. 11, 2015)

Single Source Approval Process

The first thing to say is that we operate on the assumption that information needs to be cross-

checked and verified with multiple sources. Single source reports should be rare.

NPR journalists understand they will be expected to explain who the source is, why the source is in a 

position to know what he/she is telling us, why it’s important that we report the information 

and what’s been done to cross-check the information.

One other thing: Information from single sources can’t be classified as “reportable” in a 

“first file” note until it has been approved. The note should include a line stating that the single-

sourcing has been OK’d and by whom. It should also clearly state how we will refer to that source 

— “person with direct knowledge of the investigation … law enforcement source who has seen the 

documents … intelligence official who has been briefed on the details … source close to the investigation … 

etc.”

(“Memmos,” Nov. 16, 2015)

Guard against subjective errors.

Ensuring we have our factual details correct is only part of the accuracy equation. It’s just as important 

to make sure we’ve correctly interpreted those facts in our reporting. The burden is on us to ensure that 

the way we use the material we collect — sound, photos and words — is true to their intended 

meaning and context. 

Words We Live By

Friends and family are asking us about what’s going on at NPR. I’ve also been noting that every day I 

see and hear NPR journalists applying these principles:

-          “Our journalists conduct their work with honesty and respect …”

-          “We hold those who serve and influence the public to a high standard when we report about their 

http://www.npr.org/2017/11/03/561952314/tensions-build-in-npr-newsroom-over-handling-of-sexual-harassment-allegations


actions. We must ask no less of ourselves.”

-          “Everyone affected by our journalism deserves to be treated with decency and compassion.”

-          “We will fulfill the high standard we owe the public if we hold true to our principles.”

-          “We believe it is our shared responsibility to live up to these principles.”

(“Memmos;” Nov. 6, 2017)

At Wednesday’s gathering, retired Gannett executive Phil Currie read from some of Quinn’s “Wire Watch” 

weekly notes that went to all Gannett journalists, not just those at USA Today.  It’s as relevant today as it 

was in 1973. Quinn was talking about newspapers, but the advice applies to all types of news operations:

- “A newspaper must be factual, and the true fact is that our readers face an indulged and difficult 

life.  Like a parent, we must not placate; we must educate.  We must reach them by giving them what 

they need to know in a form they can accept and what they want to know in a manner they can 

appreciate.  We must help them realize that this is all part of our duty to them.” Dec. 3, 1973

- “Responsible news people have come out of the closet with their corrections and clarifications, and they 

showcase their sins to be as effective as possible in setting the record straight. The best efforts to right 

a wrong, however, still run a very poor second to avoiding the error in the first place, a goal 

that no news staffer dares to forget.” April 9, 1978

- “If newspapers cover their entire communities and deal with all of the concerns fully and fairly, then 

their readers will be reminded that they are indeed fortunate to have a free press, that it is an important 

part of their freedom, and they will join in the fight for its life. If, on the other hand, newspapers fail to 

deliver a free press which reflects all quarters of their communities, then they shall forfeit their 

claims to free press status and shall lose the support of those they should serve. Gannett 

newspapers and all in their communities must prove to each other daily that we are lucky to have each 

other.” March 25, 1979 

(“Memmos;” Aug. 10, 2017)

 When news is breaking, we tell listeners and readers that we’ll do our best to be accurate – 

but that it’s a developing story and some things that get reported may later turn out to have 

been wrong. BBB

This Is A Must-Read Note About Things We Must Do



If they aren’t done, stories aren’t ready for broadcast or posting and must be held:

- Get the other side. If people are accused of something, or their actions are described by 

someone else or words are attributed to them, we have to talk to them. If they’re dead or 

otherwise unavailable, find other ways to check out the story. Remember, no one gets to take a free 

shot at someone else. Related note: Give people a reasonable amount of time to get back to 

you. What’s reasonable? It depends. Consult with the Deputy Managing Editors or 

Standards & Practices editor.

- Be skeptical. “That’s what he said happened” isn’t good enough. Talk to other witnesses. Truth-

squad the story. Can they prove they were where they say they were? Are there police records? If a 

full moon is a key part of their tale, was the moon actually full that night? Does their version of the timeline 

make sense? Bottom line: If the details don’t add up, the story may not either.

- Go to the records. Lawsuits. Police reports. Bankruptcy filings. Real estate sales. Divorce proceedings. 

If a story depends on someone’s credibility, check that person’s background. Read those records and talk to 

our colleagues in Legal early in the reporting. Show them what you found. They are here to help.

- Confirm and reconfirm. We don’t share our stories with sources before publication or broadcast. But 

if we have any doubts, we do call them back or check via email to make sure we understand what they told 

us. First, it’s a courtesy to let them know the story’s ready. 

- There’s always time to get things right.

- If you’re feeling like there’s too much on your plate to give an edit your absolute and undivided attention, 

talk to your manager. 

Thanks to Pallavi Gogoi for her help identifying these must-do’s.

(“Memmos;” April 18, 2018)

Tips On Reporting About Suicides

Adding to our earlier guidance, here’s a helpful link courtesy of Nell Greenfieldboyce. Tips from the 

American Foundation for Suicide Prevention:

https://chapterland.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/

13/2018/06/13763_TopTenNotes_Reporting_on_Suicide_Flyer_m1.pdf

(“Memmos;” June 8, 2018)

https://www.npr.org/sections/memmos/2015/03/27/605434532/on-the-word-suicide
https://chapterland.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2018/06/13763_TopTenNotes_Reporting_on_Suicide_Flyer_m1.pdf
https://chapterland.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2018/06/13763_TopTenNotes_Reporting_on_Suicide_Flyer_m1.pdf


We’re Making Too Many Mistakes; We Must Start CQ’ing

We’ve posted about 100 corrections a month this year.

There is no acceptable number of mistakes per month, but there certainly is an unacceptable number. One 

hundred a month is unacceptable.

In the past couple of weeks, editors from across NPR News, NPR Music and Programming have talked 

about why this is happening and what needs to be done. In coming weeks, reporters, producers, hosts and 

others will gather to do the same. 

(“Memmos;” June 18, 2018)

Be Persistent When Seeking Comment And Be Precise About Who Won’t Comment

In recent weeks, there’s been discussion in the newsroom about best practices when it comes to seeking 

comment from people or institutions that are in the news (for “good” and “bad” reasons).

What follows doesn’t cover every potential situation. But when we need to ask for comment from someone 

or some organization, we must:

- Give them a reasonable amount of time to get back to us. What’s reasonable? Discuss that 

with senior editors or DMEs.

- Try more than once and in more than one way to get in touch with them. 

One email is not enough. Pick up the phone. Knock on the door. Send a registered letter if there’s time. 

Camp outside their office.

- Follow the multiple requests with one more “we’re going to broadcast/publish” phone call 

seeking comment when there’s an hour or so to go before the story is live.

- Be precise about who or what either didn’t respond or declined to comment. If our requests went to a 

politician’s press office, for example, we need to say it was that office or the politician’s staff that didn’t 

respond or declined — not the politician, who may not have known we reached out. Obviously, if we spoke 

to or reached the politician, we can say that person declined.

- Be transparent about our efforts to get comment. “The senator’s campaign staff didn’t respond to 

multiple requests for comment.” Or, “NPR contacted the CEO’s office multiple times this week, 

seeking comment. We got no response.” Or, “John Doe, the company’s spokesman, said CEO Smith would 

https://www.npr.org/templates/corrections/corrections.php


not comment.”

- Stand ready to update our report, or file a new one, if we get a response after deadline.

Finally, there’s a question that’s always good to ask in these cases. If you were that person, would you 

feel you’d been given a fair chance to either respond or decline to comment? The answer should be “yes.”


